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ABSTRACT

We spectroscopically detected candidate emission-lines of 8 likely, 17 probable,
and 69 possible strong galaxy-galaxy gravitational lens candidates found within the
spectra of ≈ 10, 000 galaxy targets contained within the completed Mapping of Nearby
Galaxies at Apache Point Observatory (MaNGA) survey. This search is based upon the
methodology of the Spectroscopic Identification of Lensing Objects (SILO) project,
which extends the spectroscopic detection methods of the BOSS Emission-Line Lensing
Survey (BELLS) and the Sloan Lens ACS Survey (SLACS). We scanned the co-added
residuals that we constructed from stacks of foreground subtracted row-stacked-spectra
(RSS) so a sigma-clipping method can be used to reject cosmic-rays and other forms
of transients that impact only a small fraction of the combined exposures. We also
constructed narrow-band images from the signal-to-noise of the co-added residuals to
observe signs of lensed source images. We also use several methods to compute the
probable strong lensing regime for each candidate lens to determine which candidate
background galaxies may reside sufficiently near the galaxy centre for strong lensing to
occur. We present the spectroscopic redshifts within a value-added catalogue (VAC) for
data release 17 (DR17) of SDSS-IV. We also present the lens candidates, spectroscopic
data, and narrow-band images within a VAC for DR17. High resolution follow-up
imaging of these lens candidates are expected to yield a sample of confirmed grade-A
lenses with sufficient angular size to probe possible discrepancies between the mass
derived from a best-fitting lens model, and the dynamical mass derived from the
observed stellar velocities.

Key words: galaxies: general < Galaxies gravitational lensing: strong < Physical Data
and Processes cosmology: miscellaneous < Cosmology

1 INTRODUCTION

Strong galaxy-galaxy gravitational lenses sufficiently alter
the path of light from a source galaxy, which can be spec-
troscopically observed at significantly higher redshifts than
the target galaxy, to cause multiple images of the source to
converge along the line-of-sight (LOS). The strength of the
deflection depends on the enclosed mass. Since the image
resolution of space and some ground telescopes can be an
order of a tenth to a hundredth of an arcsecond (′′), the

† E-mail: michaeltalbot@astro.utah.edu
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arcsecond-scale geometry of source images can be resolved
and modelled to project the enclosed lens mass at cosmolog-
ical distances.

The orbital velocities of stars depend on the gravita-
tional potential, which enables a second direct measurement
of the total mass enclosed within a central spherical region of
the galaxy. However, only a single galaxy-scale measurement
of the overall kinematics is typically obtained for galaxies
at cosmological distances since the galaxy’s angular size is
approximately the same as the angular radius of the aper-
ture used to collect the spectra. Without dynamic modelling
of spatially resolved line-of-sight (LOS) velocity and stellar
dispersion features, the magnitude of the rotational velocity
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component along the line of sight that causes a relativistic
Doppler shift in the spectra, and the magnitude of the ran-
dom stellar motions that causes a relativistic Doppler broad-
ening of the spectra, cannot be isolated from the unknown
orientation and anisotropy of the stellar velocity field that
also impacts the shift and broadening in the spectra. This
issue is known as the mass-anisotropy degeneracy (Gerhard
1993), which limits dynamic mass measurements of galaxies
at cosmological distances to be approximate at best.

The enclosed lensing mass can be used to constrain the
magnitude of the stellar velocity model, so the dependence of
the modelled stellar velocity field on radius can be adjusted
until the spectra broadening predicted by the model matches
observations. This joint lens-dynamic fit enables the power-
law slope of the radial-dependent density profile of galaxies
to be constrained at cosmological distances (Treu et al. 2006;
Bolton et al. 2008; Barnabè et al. 2009; Auger et al. 2010).
The constraints on the power-law slope of the density profile
can then be compared to or reproduced by galaxy simula-
tions (Xu et al. 2016; Lyskova et al. 2018; Mukherjee et al.
2018; Enzi et al. 2020; Mukherjee et al. 2021) to balance the
competing effect of dark matter, galaxy merging, baryon in-
teractions, and other processes that either tend to broaden
or steepen the slope of the profile.

Samples of lenses have also been used to statistically in-
fer the evolution in the mass profile across distance or galaxy
radius (Koopmans et al. 2006; Ruff et al. 2011; Bolton et al.
2012b; Li et al. 2018a). Constraints on the lens mass pro-
file are also vital to resolve the tension in the measured ex-
pansion rate of the Universe (H0) between the late (Reid
et al. 2009; Huang et al. 2018; Potter et al. 2018; Freed-
man et al. 2019; Riess et al. 2019) and early Universe (Ab-
bott et al. 2018; Planck Collaboration et al. 2020) measure-
ments (Verde et al. 2019). In particular, H0 can be measured
from its impact on the time-delay observed between source
images once the fraction of the time-delay caused by the
different travel paths are measured (Rathna Kumar et al.
2015; Wong et al. 2017; Birrer et al. 2019; Pierel & Rodney
2019; Chen et al. 2019; Liao et al. 2020; Millon et al. 2020;
Mörtsell et al. 2020; Rusu et al. 2020; Shajib et al. 2020; Wei
& Melia 2020; Wong et al. 2020; Yang et al. 2020).

However, Li et al. (2018b) discovered that the lens mass
is statistically 20.7% higher than the dynamic mass for lenses
between the redshift range of 0.1 < z < 0.7, which implies
a modelling bias exists that might impact the quality of the
lens, dynamic, or joint lens-dynamic mass measurements.
The most suspected cause.

Test here.

of the lens-dynamic mass discrepancy is extra mass ei-
ther within the lens environment (Dressler 1980; Keeton &
Zabludoff 2004; Dalal 2005; Treu et al. 2009; Wong et al.
2011; Jaroszynski & Kostrzewa-Rutkowska 2014; Wong et al.
2018) or along the LOS (Guimarães & Sodré 2007; Jaroszyn-
ski & Kostrzewa-Rutkowska 2014; Li et al. 2018b) has not
been modelled as part of the enclosed mass responsible for
the deflection of the source light. The LOS mass cannot be
isolated by fitting a lens model to observations since a ’sheet’
of mass can be traded with the ’mass’ scale of the lens model
without changing the size or shape of the source images pre-
dicted by the model. This issue is known as the mass-sheet
transform (MST) or mass-sheet degeneracy (MSD) (Falco
et al. 1985). Thus LOS mass may contaminate measure-

ments of the lens mass profile (Guimarães & Sodré 2007;
Moustakas et al. 2007). The uncertainty in the measurement
of H0 is inflated by uncertainties in the impact of the LOS
mass and lens profile on the time-delay observed between
source images (Guimarães & Sodré 2007; Schneider & Sluse
2013; Birrer et al. 2016; Xu et al. 2016; Li et al. 2021).

Data quality issues can bias the measurements. Single
fiber spectroscopy introduces a number of biases, such as
off-center fiber alignment, and suboptimal fiber exposure
times which have effects on the pipeline determination of
kinematic parameters, such as the galaxy velocity disper-
sion Brownstein et al. (2012); Shu et al. (2012). In con-
trast, Collett et al. (2018) compared the dynamic mass mea-
surement of spatially resolved stellar kinematics to the lens
mass to find both agree well with General relativity. Mod-
elling assumptions may also bias the measurements. In par-
ticular, Li et al. (2018b) acknowledged that dynamic models
that ignore the anisotropy of the system may introduce a
bias. In addition, simple virial and Jeans derived dynamic
mass estimators (such as Walker et al. 2009, 2010; Wolf et al.
2010) typically assumed a virialized spherical galaxy with
a velocity dispersion often assumed isothermal for massive
galaxies and sampled from high SN spectra observed by a
specific aperture. However, galaxies and available data rarely
fit all of these qualifications. Often the aperture of the sam-
ple must be carefully accounted for to prevent or reduce bi-
ases (Michard 1980; Bailey & MacDonald 1981; Tonry 1983).
One may also need to add a non-negligible surface term to
the viral theorem (The & White 1986). Previous attempts
revealed there is often uncertainty in the measurement of
the sample or selected galaxy isophote radius that must be
carefully considered (Kormendy et al. 2009; Chen et al. 2010;
Gnerucci et al. 2011) to relate the stellar velocity dispersion
to the gravitational potential. Newer estimators (Cappellari
et al. 2006, 2013) demonstrate reduced biases when isotropy
is not assumed.

Alternatives to General Relativity, including Modified
Newtonian Dynamics (Milgrom 1983a,b,c) and Modified
Gravity theories (Brownstein & Moffat 2006; Rahvar & Mof-
fat 2019) provide a possible resolution to the lens-dynamic
mass discrepancy, since the weak-field regime of gravity is
stronger than predicted by General relativity on scales larger
than galaxies. He & Zhang (2017) suggest that dark energy,
which may add a concave lensing effect, may be a factor in
the lens-dynamic mass discrepancy, in contrast to the hy-
pothesis from Sarkar (2011), that the cosmological constant
has limited effects on lensing.

Lenses with sufficiently low redshifts of z / 0.1 allow
measurements of the stellar kinematics across the galaxy,
which are ideal for testing possible causes of the lens-
dynamic mass discrepancy for the following reasons:

• Spatially resolved kinematics can be used to reduce
the uncertainties in the dynamic mass measurement. If
the improved dynamic mass measurement resolves the lens-
dynamic mass discrepancy, then low redshift lenses can be
used to determine the bias in the dynamic mass modelling
for galaxies at cosmological distances.

• If improvements in dynamical modelling do not resolve
the lens-dynamic mass discrepancy, then the discrepancy can
be compared between low and high redshift lenses to search
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for possible explanations including differences in the internal
galaxy structure or influences in the LOS density.

• It is also possible that the lens-dynamic mass discrep-
ancy may scale with the mass of the lens or environment.
Any dependence of the discrepancy with lens mass may infer
that the fitted lens model does not account for more mass
than expected in the outer regions of the dark matter (DM)
halo, which component would be measured in the lens mass
along the LOS but less likely by stellar dynamics that mea-
sure the mass enclosed within stellar orbits.

Unfortunately, lenses are rare since the angular align-
ment of the source and lens must be of the order of an
arcsecond relative to the observer. In addition, the angular
position of low redshift source images likely resides within
the foreground light of the lens. The best method to find
samples of low redshift lenses is to spectroscopically detect
emission-lines of star-forming sources within target spec-
tra that the foreground has been modelled and subtracted,
which method has yielded ≈ 200 intermediate redshift lenses
from previous lens searches (Bolton et al. 2006; Treu et al.
2011; Brownstein et al. 2012; Shu et al. 2015, 2016) within
several sub-surveys of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS;
York et al. 2000).

The Spectroscopic Identification of Lensing Ob-
jects (SILO; Talbot et al. 2018, 2021) project is based upon
the spectroscopic detection and selection methods of the
Boss Emission-Line Lens Survey (BELLS; Brownstein et al.
2012) to find on the order of 103 lenses across a broadened
range of redshifts, physical probe Einstein radii, and lens
mass to statistically constrain the evolution in the galactic
mass profile inferred by previous surveys. In this project, we
found 1,551 lens candidates within the two million spectra
of higher redshift galaxies contained within the completed
Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS; Dawson
et al. 2013) and its extended program (eBOSS; Dawson
et al. 2016), with intent to use lenses from this sample to
statistically constrain extragalactic mass evolution. In addi-
tion, we initially scanned row-stacked-spectra (RSS) (Wake
et al. 2017), which are individual fiber exposures from a
fiber bundle pointed on each target, from the Mapping of
Nearby Galaxies at Apache Point Observatory (MaNGA;
Bundy et al. 2015) survey released in the fourteenth data
release (DR14; Abolfathi et al. 2018) of the fourth phase of
the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS-IV; Blanton et al. 2017).
The scan yielded 38 lens candidates (Talbot et al. 2018) from
2,812 low-redshift MaNGA galaxies, which warranted a scan
of 10,000 galaxies within the completed MaNGA survey re-
leased in DR17 (Abdurro’uf et al. 2022) to use properties
of the kinematic mapping and expected properties of the
lens sample (see Section 2) to resolve the cause of the lens-
dynamic mass discrepancy and statistically constrain extra-
galactic mass evolution (see Section 3).

We scanned the co-added foreground subtracted RSS,
which are stacked across exposures from the same fibre
and dither position. The stacking enabled a sigma-clipping
method to reject contamination from cosmic rays, satellites,
or any other transient that typically affects a single expo-
sure.

SILO also computes the spectroscopic redshift for each
spectrum in MaNGA targets for use in modelling and sub-
traction of the foreground flux. These precise redshifts are

being released in a spectroscopic redshift (Specz) value
added catalogue (VAC) within DR17 (see Section 6). SILO
also creates narrow-band images of the signal-to-noise (SN)
of candidate background galaxies to enable a manual in-
spection of the spatial distribution of the signal to identify
any lensed source features. The SN narrow-band images are
extracted from spaxels we constructed from the co-added
foreground subtracted RSS in order to mitigate signatures
from transients, noise, and reduction issues. The narrow-
band data is included in the lensing VAC released with DR17
(see Section 7).

This paper is organized as follows. The spectroscopic
MaNGA data is described in Section 2. How the SILO
project plans to use this data is described in Section 3. The
spectroscopic selection method is described in Section 4. Sec-
tion 5 describes the results. Sections 6 and 7 describe the
Specz VAC and the lens VAC, respectively. Section 8 con-
cludes with a summary and comments on the findings.

2 SPECTROSCOPIC DATA

The Mapping of Nearby Galaxies at Apache Point Observa-
tory (MaNGA; Bundy et al. 2015) survey from the fourth
phase of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS-IV; Blanton
et al. 2017) has completed its observations of ≈ 10, 000 low
redshift galaxies. The completed observations of MaNGA
galaxies included in the seventeenth data release of SDSS-
IV (DR17; Abdurro’uf et al. 2022) are based on a target
selection function which yielded a volume-limited and fully
representative sample of the local galaxy population around
z ≈ 0.03, including an approximately flat distribution of tar-
gets across stellar masses greater than 108 M�, an approx-
imately flat distribution of targets across absolute i-band
magnitude, and no cuts on size, inclination, morphology, or
environment (Bundy et al. 2015; Wake et al. 2017). Thus
MaNGA galaxies are ideal for finding a sample of low red-
shift lenses with various sizes, masses, morphologies, and
environments across galaxy types larger than dwarfs. In ad-
dition, MaNGA uses an Integral-Field-Unit (IFU) to sam-
ple the spectra across the surface of the galaxy, which en-
ables spatially resolved kinematic modelling of MaNGA tar-
gets (Drory et al. 2015; Yan et al. 2016a,b). Each IFU is a
bundle containing between 19 and 127 fibres, which the an-
gular radius of each fibre is 1′′. The light collected by the 2.5
meter telescope at Apache Point Observatory (Gunn et al.
2006) from each fibre is fed to the BOSS Spectrograph (Smee
et al. 2013). The spectra obtained from each fibre and each
15 minute exposure are recorded in a row-stacked-spectra
(RSS) format (Wake et al. 2017).

The MaNGA data reduction pipeline (DRP; Law et al.
2016) also constructs a grid of 0.5′′ spaxels in a 3-
dimensional CUBE. Each spaxel is a stack of all RSS within
1.6′′, in which a flux-conserving variant of Shepard’s method
is used to apply an inverse-distance weight to the contribu-
tion from each RSS (Shepard 1968; Sánchez et al. 2012).

3 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

The discovery of the lens-dynamic mass discrepancy and the
completion of the MaNGA survey warranted a scan of all
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MaNGA galaxies to obtain a sufficient sample of low-redshift
lenses. Once obtained, this sample can be used to:

• Combine improved dynamic measurements to test the
cause of the lens-dynamic mass discrepancy.
• Probe the galactic mass profile around the baryon-

dominated bulge of the lens since the strong lensing regime is
projected to be approximately the physical size of the galac-
tic bulge, which is small compared to the MaNGA target
galaxy’s angular size ≈ 10′′ (Talbot et al. 2018), enabling
evolutionary studies of the mass profile to be extended to
lower physical radii.
• Better constrain the initial mass function (IMF) using

a sub-sample of lenses with small Einstein radii within the
baryon-dominated galactic core, where dark matter does not
significantly contribute to the gravitational mass, allowing
lens models to constrain the IMF with reduced degenera-
cies (Dutton et al. 2013; Smith & Lucey 2013; Smith et al.
2015; Collier et al. 2018; Smith 2020).
• Compare low-redshfit luminous-red-galaxy (LRG)

lenses with intermediate redshift LRG lenses previously
found within SDSS surveys to test the evolution in the
galactic mass profile across a broadened range of redshifts.
• Statistically infer the mass evolution in galaxy mass

profiles at low redshifts if the lens sample size and mass
range is sufficient.
• Compare the 20 emission-line galaxy (ELG) lenses

found by the Sloan WFC Edge-on Late-type Lens Sur-
vey (SWELLS; Treu et al. 2011), including potentially ≈ 50
ELG lenses (once confirmed) within SILO candidates found
within the BOSS and eBOSS surveys, to a small potential
sample of ELG lenses found within MaNGA, which boost in
statistical power of the combined lens sample and improved
dynamic information of low-redshift lenses can help break
the bulge, disk, and halo mass components statistically in-
ferred at intermediate redshifts (Treu et al. 2011).

4 SPECTROSCOPIC SELECTION

The spectroscopic selection method applied to find lenses
within the completed MaNGA survey of DR17 is based
upon the methods in Brownstein et al. (2012); Talbot et al.
(2018, 2021). The first stage in this spectroscopic selec-
tion process is to apply the BELLS spectroscopic detec-
tion method (Brownstein et al. 2012) to isolate high SN
candidate background emission-lines embedded within fore-
ground galaxy spectra obtained from single-fiber observa-
tions, which is summarized in two main steps:

(i) Foreground galaxy subtraction. Model and remove the
foreground galaxy spectra to isolate background emission-
lines within the residuals (see Section 4.2). The fitting pro-
cess requires a precise redshift to properly scale the wave-
length of the galaxy spectral templates to be fitted to the
flux. Since MaNGA data only contains an overall galaxy
redshift, the SILO software also computes the spectroscopic
redshift for each fiber (see Section 4.1) for use in foreground
modeling and subtraction.

(ii) Search for remaining background signals. Scan for sets
of high SN signals within co-added residuals (see Section 4.3)
with wavelength separations that match typically observed
sets of background emission-lines. An automated BELLS

pre-inspection cut next rejects detections more likely ex-
plained as contamination prior to the manual inspection
process. Inspectors then manually identify which detections
demonstrate flux patterns of expected background emissions
(see Section 4.4).

MaNGA targets are observed through fiber bundles
with angular coverage of ≈ 10′′, enabling examination of
the spatial location of the candidate background signal to
identify strong lensing features, background galaxies too far
away to be strongly lensed, or if the signal is a form of fore-
ground or intervening contamination. Thus extra steps were
added (Talbot et al. 2018) to the spectroscopic selection pro-
cess to utilize the spatial information of MaNGA targets:

• Compute the probable strong lensing regime. An upper
limit projection of the Einstein radius is computed to de-
termine if the spatial locations of the detected signal reside
within the probable strong lensing regime (see Section 4.5).
• Construct a narrowband image of detected emissions.

Narrow-band spaxel images of the candidate background
emission-lines are constructed to reveal the detected signal
demonstrated lensing features, a background galaxy, or a
form of contamination (see Section 4.6).
• Identify potential lensing features. Candidate source-

planes that contain assuring detection(s) near the same red-
shift are inspected to identify whether the spatial distribu-
tion of the signal across the narrow-band image and the
detections contain identifiable lensing features, including a
precise spectroscopic redshift for a candidate source within
the probable strong lensing regime, or indications of contam-
ination from either the foreground galaxy or any intervening
objects (see Section 4.7).

However, instead of scanning the foreground subtracted
RSS (i.e., residuals) as in Talbot et al. (2018), SILO now
scans the co-added residuals stacked across exposures from
the same fibre at the same dither position so a sigma-clipping
method can reject transient signals. The co-addition of the
residuals reduces the number of false-positive detections.

The narrow-band images are also now constructed from
the co-added SN, which provides several advantages over
conventional narrow-band image construction from fore-
ground subtracted MaNGA spaxels. The first advantage
is SN narrow-band images suppress noisy regions relative
to narrow-band images of residuals. Spaxels constructed
from co-added residuals are also free of false-positive signals
caused by RSS masking, which issue is caused by construct-
ing the affected spaxel from a set of RSS with a stacked
flux-density that is greater than one of the RSS in the stack
that is masked at the wavelength region of the constructed
narrow-band. This section also describes the improvements
and the inclusion of new tools from Talbot et al. (2021)
to the spectroscopic detection, spectroscopic selection, and
source-plane inspection methods. We describe the spectro-
scopic selection process in the following subsections, includ-
ing the method used to determine the spectroscopic redshift
for each spectrum (see Section 4.1), the use of the redshift to
subtract the foreground flux from each RSS (see Section 4.2),
the removal of transient signals using co-added residuals (see
Section 4.3), the search for background emission-lines (see
Section 4.4), setting bounds for the probable strong lensing
regime (see Section 4.5), generating narrow-band images of
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each background detection across the geometry of the fiber
bundles (see Section 4.6), and the manual inspection of the
narrow-band images and proximity of the detection to the
probable strong lensing regime in order to identify promising
lens candidates (see Section 4.7).

4.1 Computation of the Spectroscopic Redshifts

As in Talbot et al. (2018):

• The spec1d – zfind code from the publicly available
BOSS pipeline (Bolton et al. 2012a) is used to perform a
principal component analysis (PCA) fit of the spectra to
determine the spectroscopic redshift of the fit, in which the
redshift from the NASA Sloan Atlas (NSA; Albareti et al.
2017) catalogue is used as the initial guess in the first pass.

• SILO next measures the mean of the computed spec-
troscopic redshifts located within the high SN inner region
of the galaxy.

• SILO then uses the spec1d – zfind software in a sec-
ond pass of the computation of the spectroscopic redshifts,
in which the mean redshift is used as the initial guess to
improve the evaluation of spectra at low SN. The MaNGA
RSS and MaNGA spaxel spectra are evaluated separately.

The method to select the high SN inner region of galax-
ies is replaced with a new method based on identifying the
radius where all enclosed redshifts are measured within the
LOS velocity dispersion of the galaxy. The steps to compute
the high SN inner region of the galaxy are described in the
following:

• SILO rejects unphysical redshifts with a relativistic
Doppler shift ±1, 000 km s−1 from the innermost redshifts
to the galaxy centre.

• SILO next uses a maximum-likelihood-estimation
(MLE) to fit a Gaussian with a uniform background to the
sample of remaining redshifts to compute the LOS disper-
sion of the redshifts (σMLE). The dispersion is caused by the
relativistic Doppler shifts induced by the rotational velocity
field of the galaxy.

• The inner high SN radius (Rinner) is set as the max-
imum radius no spectroscopic redshift diverges more than
three times the dispersion of the redshifts from the median
of the enclosed sample.

• SILO then computes the mean (µinner) and the stan-
dard deviation (σinner) of the redshifts within Rinner.

• SILO also computes the mean galaxy redshift from all
redshifts within three σMLE of µinner.

The spectroscopic redshifts that are within three σMLE

of µinner from the second pass are presented in the Specz
VAC for a selection of targets as described in Section 6.
Figure 1 demonstrates the radial distributions of the spec-
troscopic redshifts for both RSS and spaxel reductions for
a representative galaxy, SDSS J1525+4310, and the specz
values are increasingly correlated with the NSA (reference)
redshift toward galactic center. The relativistic doppler shift
in each spectroscopic redshift is apparent in Figure 1 and is
caused by the LOS velocity profile of the galaxy.

4.2 Foreground Galaxy Subtraction

As in Talbot et al. (2018), the computed spectroscopic red-
shifts are used as input in a seven-component PCA fit of
galaxy eigenspectra to the foreground flux. The fit uses a
more complete basis of seven-component eigenspectra cre-
ated from a PCA decomposition of a sample of hundreds of
galaxy spectra within the SDSS survey (Aihara et al. 2011),
rather than the four PCA eigenspectra used in the pipeline’s
redshift analysis. This provides a better fitting model, math-
ematically possible because the redshift is utilized as a prior.
The best-fit is then used to subtract the foreground flux.
The foreground subtraction leaves a noise-dominated resid-
ual spectrum that can be searched for background emission-
lines.

4.3 Co-Addition of Residual Spectra

Stacking the foreground-subtracted RSS at the same po-
sition on the sky allows cosmic rays and other transient
contaminants to be identified and removed since these sig-
nals are not present in all stacked spectra. The SILO soft-
ware uses the combine1fiber function from the spec2d

package within PYDL1 (Weaver 2017) to co-add foreground-
subtracted residuals across exposures from the same fiber
taken at the same dither position so combine1fiber can use
a sigma-clipping method to reject transients.

4.4 Background Emission-Line Detection

The spectroscopic detection method is designed to discover
emission-lines from background galaxies embedded in the
foreground galaxy spectra, provided the redshifts of the
background emission-lines are within the observed wave-
length range of the spectrograph. Since the wavelength win-
dow of the BOSS spectrograph is 3,600Å– 10,400Å (Smee
et al. 2013), the detection limit of each emission-line has a
maximum redshift, zmax, as listed in Table 1. These back-
ground emission-lines are not modelled in the SDSS pipeline
fit of the foreground flux and thus remain in the residuals.
The SILO spectroscopic detection method described in Tal-
bot et al. (2018) is applied to each co-added foreground-
subtracted residuals to detect candidate [O ii](b, a) with a
SN ≥ 6 (single-line) or multiple emission-lines from Table 1
with a SN ≥ 4 (multi-line), in which detected [O ii](b, a)
doublets are counted as a single emission-line during the
multi-line scan. These scans yielded 80,954 multi-line and
33,738 single-line detections from 1,247,568 co-added resid-
uals stacked across 5,402,098 foreground-subtracted RSS,
which RSS is obtained from 11,980 MaNGA DRP reduc-
tions of the ≈ 10, 000 MaNGA target galaxies. The can-
didate emission-lines are then fitted to Gaussians with the
same method as previously applied in Talbot et al. (2018)
and Talbot et al. (2021).

The SILO software then applies pre-inspection cuts that
are similar to those used in Brownstein et al. (2012); Tal-
bot et al. (2021) to reject signals that are more likely ex-
plained as sky emissions, foreground emissions, or misiden-
tified emissions. We briefly describe each step of the pre-

1 PYDL: https://pypi.org/project/pydl
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Figure 1. RSS (top) and CUBE spaxel (bottom) examples of spectroscopic redshifts contained within the Specz VAC. Left: Each plot

displays the radial distribution of spectroscopic redshifts (red) computed for the spectra from galaxy SDSS J1525+4310 with sufficient SN
(black) to model. The dotted green vertical line represents the high SN inner radius evaluated for each galaxy and defined in Section 4.1.

The dashed blue horizontal line represents the mean redshift evaluated from the spectroscopic redshifts enclosed within the high SN

inner radius. Both RSS and CUBE spaxel images are contained in the Specz VAC, as described in Section 6. Right: Spatial locations of
the spectroscopic redshifts are marked with circles and overlayed on the SDSS target image. The color represents the redshift specified
in the colorbar.

inspection cut, followed by any differences in the method
between the single-fibre detection methods applied in Tal-
bot et al. (2021) and the BELLS survey and our scan of
MaNGA IFUs.

The first step of the pre-inspection cut is to use his-
tograms of the detections across the observed and restframe
wavelengths to identify where binned counts are greater than
the sliding median by a threshold. The threshold is adjusted
by the inspector until only the observed regions of contam-
ination are masked. In Talbot et al. (2021), all single-line
detections whose candidate [O ii](b, a) doublet is near in
wavelength to an unusually high occurrence of detections in

either the rest-frame or observed-frame are rejected as target
or sky emission-lines, respectively. However, many [O ii](b,
a) doublets detected within an IFU spectra from the same
background galaxy may be misidentified as sky or target
emissions within the histogram method. Thus only one de-
tection at a specific redshift and for a specific target is used
in the histogram method.

As in Talbot et al. (2021), single-line detections are next
rejected in the pre-inspection cut if a multi-line detection
also exists at the same redshift within the co-added spectra.
Single-line detections are also rejected if a candidate [O ii](b,
a), Hδ, [O iii]a, or Hα emission-line with SN ≥ 3 is present
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Table 1. Emission-lines searched by SILO. The listed emission-
lines were used to scan for background galaxy candidates. Col-

umn one lists the name of each emission-line. Column two lists

the wavelength in a vacuum of a restframe. Column three lists
the maximum redshift each emission-line can be detected by the

BOSS spectrograph.

Emission Restframe zmax

Line Wavelength [Å]

(1) (2) (3)

[O ii]b 3727.09 1.78

[O ii]a 3729.88 1.78
Hδ 4102.89 1.52

Hγ 4341.68 1.38

Hβ 4862.68 1.13
[O iii]b 4960.30 1.09

[O iii]a 5008.24 1.07

[N ii]b 6549.86 0.58
Hα 6564.61 0.58

[N ii]a 6585.27 0.57

[S ii]b 6718.29 0.54
[S ii]a 6732.68 0.54

when treating the single-line detection as a misidentified Hδ,
[O iii]a, or Hα emission-line. Only 7,158 multi-line and 1,124
single line detections passed the pre-inspection cuts.

In the pre-inspection cuts applied by Brownstein et al.
(2012) and the BELLS survey, detections whose lens-source
redshifts produce a test Einstein radius less than 4.5 kilo-
parsecs were rejected under the suspicion that strong lens-
ing may not exist for the system. This is because any ap-
plied Singular Isothermal Ellipsoid (SIE; Kormann et al.
1994) with a test mass that would generate a fiducial 250
km s−1 velocity dispersion within an SDSS fibre will likely
over project the mass enclosed at smaller radii. This pre-
inspection cut is not applied to MaNGA lens candidates
since spatially sampled stellar and dynamic information is
available to apply a more detailed analysis of the mass en-
closed at smaller radii.

The manual inspection process used to grade candidate
background emission-lines is necessary in order to label the
visible features including a subjective quality assessment.
Our method is nearly identical to the steps described in Sec-
tion 3.5 of Talbot et al. (2021), which is mostly unchanged
but with some additional refinements, from the manual in-
spection process used by Brownstein et al. (2012). In sum-
mary, detections are manually inspected in an initial pass
by a single individual, labeling visible emission-line pat-
terns, which work to increase the confidence in the grade,
and labelling any reduction artifacts, sky lines, foreground
emission-lines, or nearby intervening objects, which work to
decrease the confidence in the grade. A second pass is then
made including a second individual in order to ensure the
grading is robust by ensuring a more uniform analysis. The
results of the manual inspection are finally converted into a
simple letter-grade, in which candidates with a Grade A rep-
resent likely, Grade B represent probable, Grade C represent
possible, and Grade X represent doubtful graviational lens
candidates. The advantage of providing the final coursely
grained letter-grade is to minimize the subjective nature of
the manual inspection process. However, we are currently

testing machine learning methodologies to either supplement
or replace the manual inspection process.

In Talbot et al. (2021), the same detection observed
across neighbouring fibres is flagged as a false positive since
it is more likely that the signal occurs from sky contami-
nation than from a detection at the same redshift within a
different target galaxy. However, the MaNGA IFU spectra
are stacked together, and thus neighbouring fibres do not
enable comparison across different galaxies. Instead, a back-
ground galaxy can be assured with confidence by observing
the same signal across a set of fibres spatially localized near
the detection. The sky contamination can typically be iden-
tified by observing if the spatial distribution of the detected
signal is not localized to a position on sky. The high SN
emission-lines of one highly assured detection are demon-
strated in Figure 2, which represents the typical quality of
a Grade A+ (i.e. highly likely) detection.

4.5 Einstein Radius Estimation

Previous searches for galaxy-galaxy graviational lenses
within SDSS, BOSS and eBOSS surveys used single-
fiber spectra, and assumed that the observed background
emission-lines were likely in the strong lensing regime be-
cause the Einstein radius was typically similar to the angular
size of the fibre. However, MaNGA targets are nearby low-
redshift galaxies, and therefore would typically have Ein-
stein radii much larger than the single-fiber radius, possibly
as high as 10′′ compared to the 1′′ Einstein radius of SLACS
and BELLS lenses. Fortunately, the MaNGA IFU provides
many spectra across the 2 dimensional plane of the galaxy,
from which spatially sampled stellar mass and stellar kine-
matic maps have been computed, and included in the data
release. We use these maps to compute a projection of the
density profile of each MaNGA target so the probable strong
lensing regime can be approximated as an upper limit to the
Einstein radius (UER).

Uncertainties in the density profile introduce relative
uncertainties in the projected Einstein radii, and thus this
radius cannot be directly used as a rejection threshold with-
out the risk of rejecting real lenses with underestimated pro-
jected Einstein radii. As in Talbot et al. (2018), the UER is
defined as the radius where the upper limit of the integrated
mass is the same as the mass enclosed within the test Ein-
stein radius, and is used as a rejection threshold minimizing
the possibility of excluding real lenses.

Although the UER is useful to judge the likelihood that
the candidate background galaxy may be within the strong
lensing regime, the computation can be sensitive to uncer-
tainties in stellar mass maps, especially if the average density
within the central region of the galaxy is near the critical
density for lensing. Thus the source-plane inspection (see
Section 4.7) now includes a test of the robustness of the
probable strong lensing regime based on the UER derived
from different mass maps.

The combined effects of the seeing and reduction meth-
ods used to create a mass map can also smooth the central
density profile, and thus the enclosed mass at small radii
can be underestimated. To mitigate the effects of smoothing,
SILO now fits a mass density model to the mass data, which
method uses a point-spread function (PSF) to de-convolve
the density model. This section outlines two different com-
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SDSS J0251-0044 (zF=0.023, zB=0.315, Grade=A+)
Black=Flux, Green=Gauss, Red=Emission location

Inspection comment: Strong signal. Well-formed OII(b, a) pattern. The shape of the OII(b, a) doublet best matches a double Gaussian. Discernable HIa. SN is≥12 for
HIa. Multiple emission-line evidence. Well-formed OII(b, a) pattern. Discernable HIc. Well-formed HIb. Well-formed OIIIa. Emergent NIIb. Well-formed HIa.

Well-formed NIIa. Signal across multiple stacked spectra at different positions on target. Candidate emission-line HIa might be mistaken as foreground Pa18. Candidate
emission-line NIIb might be mistaken as foreground Pa19.

Figure 2. Examples of candidate emission lines. This plot displays the SN ≥ 4 candidate background emission lines for a spectroscopic

detection within the co-added residuals (black line). The Gaussian fitted to each emission line (green dash) is overplotted. Red dotted lines
represent the locations of each emission line. The target name, lens redshift, source redshift, inspection grade, VAC labels, and inspection

comments are listed below the plot to preserve the format as seen in the lens VAC (see Section 7). The inspection comments may include

descriptions of lower-SN candidate emission lines observed during the spectra inspection of the detection. The same descriptive sentence
of the signal can appear twice in the inspection comments for each VAC plot, in which the first describes the quality of an emission-line

pattern while the second is part of a list that supports the presence of multiple emission-lines.

putations of the density models based upon either fitting the
MaNGA kinematics or fitting stellar mass maps multiplied
by a DM fraction (DMF). The former computation of the
UER directly probes the galaxy’s total mass profile and thus
can be more accurate when quality issues are not present in
the MaNGA kinematics. We assume a flat ΛCDM cosmol-
ogy. Unless otherwise specified, the SILO code defaults to
cosmological parameters specified by the nine-year Wilkin-
son Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP; Hinshaw et al.
2013) with H0 = 69.3 km s−1Mpc−1 and Ωm = 0.287.

4.5.1 Computation of the Total Density Map using Stellar
Dynamics

We compute the total density of the galaxy by performing
a best-fit of a density model to the stellar velocity maps of
each MaNGA target Though the individual orbits of stars
are not resolved at cosmological distances, the spatially re-
solved features in the velocity maps can be used to constrain
the orbital parameters so the magnitude of the stellar veloc-
ities can be better evaluated. For example, the LOS stellar
velocity vLOS is the observed LOS component of the rota-
tional velocity Vrot, and thus vLOS depends on the inclina-
tion and the position-dependent direction of rotation. The
LOS stellar velocity dispersion σLOS can also be used to infer
the magnitude of a field of randomly directed stellar orbits
(σ) if the anisotropy and its angle relative to the observer
is known. Due to the variation in the magnitude of the ve-
locities with the distance from the galaxy centre, both Vrot
and σ imprint spatially dependent patterns onto the LOS
velocity maps that can be modelled to reduce uncertainties
in the magnitude of the velocity field.

The MaNGA Data Analysis Pipeline (DAP; Belfiore
et al. 2019; Westfall et al. 2019) used Shepard’s method
to construct vLOS and σLOS stellar velocity maps. How-
ever, the DR14 stellar velocity maps contained global data
quality issues and thus are not used in the first search for
lenses within MaNGA targets of DR14 (see Talbot et al.

2018). The stellar velocity dispersion measurements are bi-
ased high from systematics, and where it became difficult to
measure the spectra broadening in low SN spectra (West-
fall et al. 2019). The DAP has mitigated both issues for
MaNGA reductions being released in DR17. In particular,
the DR17 reductions of MaNGA targets include a stellar
velocity dispersion map evaluated from Voronoi bins (Cap-
pellari & Copin 2003), in which MaNGA stacked each spatial
sector until an of SN ≥ 10 is achieved (Westfall et al. 2019).
The stellar velocity dispersions computed for sectors of the
galaxy are presented in the VOR10-MILESHC-MASTARSSP files
scheduled for release in DR17, by which MASTARSSP indicates
the MaStar-based integrated spectra of simple stellar popu-
lation (SSP) models (Maraston et al. 2020). The DAP also
produced a systematics correction map (Westfall et al. 2019)
to the stellar velocity dispersion map.

SILO uses a Jeans Anisotropic Modeling (JAM; Cap-
pellari 2008, 2020) of the kinematics to fit a total density
model. The construction and fit of the density model is de-
scribed in Appendix B. The upper limit of the total density
model is used in a computation of the UER.

4.5.2 Computation of Total Density Maps Using Stellar
Mass Maps

Due to the quality issues within the MaNGA kinematic
maps, it was decided in Talbot et al. (2018) that the most
accurate method to compute an upper limit of the density
map was to multiply the upper mass limit of stellar-mass
maps with a Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW; Navarro et al.
1996) DMF. To mitigate the UER from being inflated by
stellar-mass uncertainties, the stellar-mass maps obtained
from the MaNGA FIREFLY VAC (Goddard et al. 2017;
Neumann et al. 2021) are used in Talbot et al. (2018), in
which the relative errors of the mass maps are fractional to
the stellar mass estimates. FIREFLY is a chi-squared min-
imization code that computes best-fit combinations of the
M11-MILES single-burst stellar population models (Maraston
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& Strömbäck 2011) to the spectral energy distribution for
each MaNGA IFU spectrum. Thus uncertainties in FIRE-
FLY mass measurements are significantly less than photo-
metric measurements (Roediger & Courteau 2015) that mul-
tiply the light of the galaxy with a stellar population assess-
ment of the scale and gradient of the stellar mass to the
stellar light ratio (M∗/L∗). Goddard et al. (2017) assumes
Planck cosmological constraints (Planck Collaboration et al.
2016) and a Kroupa (2001) IMF. The difference between
WMAP and Plank parameters introduces a bias that is in-
significant to the overall stellar mass and NFW DMF un-
certainties used to determine the upper limit of the strong
lensing regime.

The galaxy light is used to fit the gradient in the stel-
lar density model since the shape of the galaxy profile is
better fitted by SDSS photometry than FIREFLY stellar
mass maps due to the improved spatial resolution of the
image that is not affected by MaNGA reconstruction pro-
cesses. SILO constructs a stellar density model by fitting
a model of the seeing convolved light to the target’s pho-
tometry and then re-scale the light model to approximate
the stellar surface density observed in FIREFLY maps. In
particular, SILO fits the photometry from the SDSS-I/II
Legacy survey (Lupton et al. 2001), which images are ob-
tained from the SDSS camera (Gunn et al. 1998), with a
Multi-Gaussian-Expansion (MGE) that is convolved by the
image PSF (see Appendix B1). Masked regions in photom-
etry are ignored during the MGE fit, which masking is de-
scribed in Appendix B1. The radially-independent M∗/L∗
is next computed by the ratio of the modelled light to
stellar mass enclosed within four times the reconstructed
MaNGA PSF (PSFM ), which radius is chosen based on
how close the modelled light can be scaled to the inner
stellar mass of the galaxy without introducing a significant
smoothing bias from MaNGA reconstruction processes. The
position-dependent total stellar mass per voronoi bin are
obtained from the STELLAR_MASS_VORONOI extension within
the MaNGA FIREFLY VAC file. The light profile is then
multiplied M∗/L∗ to approximate the stellar mass profile.

The radially-dependent NFW DMF is obtained from
Jiménez-Vicente et al. (2015), with Bayesian measurements
derived from a joint likelihood fit of the stellar to dark
matter fraction and size of the emission-line region within
the quasar to microlensing maps created for 27 quasar im-
age pairs across 19 lenses. The fit is reasonable since mi-
crolensing is sensitive to low stellar mass fractions (Sympo-
sium et al. 2004). These uncertainties are significantly less
than comparing stellar-mass approximations (Roediger &
Courteau 2015) to the lens mass. The upper limit of the
total mass map is determined from the upper limit of the
stellar mass maps multiplied by the radially dependent up-
per limit of the NFW DMF.

4.6 Narrow-band SN Image Construction

In Talbot et al. (2018), narrow-band images of the resid-
ual flux were created as a tool to identify if a candidate
background galaxy demonstrated lensed features. In par-
ticular, SILO integrated the foreground-subtracted spectra
near the wavelength(s) of the background emission-line(s)
within the MaNGA spaxels. SILO has since been upgraded
to create narrow-band images from the SN of the background

emission-line(s) observed within spaxels constructed from
the SN of co-added residuals, which new method suppresses
the following types of possible contamination (see Figure 7):

• Spaxels inherit contamination from incompletely
masked transients within the RSS. SILO spaxel construc-
tion from co-added residuals bypasses this issue since sigma-
clipping rejects transients when the residuals are co-added
across exposures (see Section 4.3).
• Transient masking can induce a flux bias in spaxels con-

structed from neighboring RSS if the masked region in a
neighboring RSS contains a mean flux that is relatively less
than other neighboring RSS since Shepard’s method will
only measure the remaining un-masked and relatively higher
fluxes at the affected wavelengths. The flux bias often ap-
pears near the galaxy’s center since the relative flux between
neighboring RSS is inflated due to the steep radial gradient
in the galaxy light profile. The shape of the flux bias varies
but can even resemble a source image in the shape of an arc.
SILO spaxels constructed from co-added residuals do not in-
herit this flux bias since the residuals have a mean flux of
zero.
• Improperly subtracted sky, non-perfect subtraction of

brighter regions of galaxies, or other forms of non-transient
contamination within the RSS can induce a bias in spaxels.
These affected regions are often related to fitting spectra
with quality issues and higher uncertainty measurements.
Thus remaining forms of contamination are often suppressed
in SILO SN narrow-band images.

In particular, SILO applies the method used to construct
MaNGA spaxels to create SILO spaxels of the SN across the
full wavelength range of the co-added residuals, which the
single-line and [O ii](b, a) doublet SN vectors are computed
during the spectroscopic scan for background emission-lines.
The narrow-band images are finally created by plotting the
SN for each spaxel, which SN is added in quadrature for
all detected emission-lines. However, it is important to note
that the SN suppresses background signals with a flux less
than the noise, depending on the radius from the target cen-
tre.

4.7 Source-Plane Inspection

The objective of the source-plane inspection is the same as
in Talbot et al. (2018), which is to determine if the quality,
spatial location of the detection(s), and the features of the
signal observed in narrow-band images assure a background
galaxy is real and likely lensed. However, the source-plane
inspection now includes a grading scheme customized to in-
spect detections from co-added residuals instead of individ-
ual residuals. The grading scheme to gauge the assurance
of the candidate source is described in Table A1. Rules de-
veloped in Talbot et al. (2018) to reject background galaxy
candidates that contained only a single-line detection do not
apply to the detections within the co-added residuals since
the signal observed across exposures is not likely caused by
transient contamination.

As in Talbot et al. (2018), the manually inspected grade
of a candidate background galaxy can be upgraded if the
signal resides within twice the UER to reflect the increased
confidence of the detection within the strong-lensing regime.
However, the improvements in the DAP stellar velocity maps
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enable a second computation of the UER to test the robust-
ness of the candidate strong lensing regime across several
computation methods. The grading scheme described in Ta-
ble A1 is designed to test the likelihood that the candidate
background galaxy is lensed based upon the strength and
robustness of the candidate strong lensing regime, the prox-
imity of the candidate background galaxy to the candidate
strong lensing regime, the quality of the SDSS photometry
and velocity maps, and any lensed source features within the
narrow-band images. In the case that JAM-based UER com-
putations are significantly larger than typical Einstein radii
projections, which is caused when JAM fitting uncertainties
are inflated by the resolution of two or more local χ2 minima
regions, tThe inspector will instead compare the proximity
of detections tohe the next best upper measurement of the
Einstein radii projection.

5 RESULTS

This section summarizes the results in the same order as the
spectroscopic selection process. In particular, results from
the redshift computations, the spectroscopic scan, inspection
of candidate emission signals, computations of the ER, com-
parison of SN to flux narrowband images, and inspection of
candidate sources are divided into the following sub-sections.
All corner plots represent distributions of fitted model pa-
rameters across samples specified in the following sections
or figure captions.

5.1 Spectroscopic Redshifts Computations

Spectroscopic redshifts are successfully computed for
5,398,665 RSS across 10,204 MaNGA targets and 15,973,915
spaxels across 10,714 MaNGA targets. The distribution of
galaxy redshifts evaluated for the sample has a median red-
shift of 0.037 and an interquartile range (IQR) of 0.028, and
is similar to the photometric redshift distribution of the NSA
catalogue (see Figure 3) since the median difference is ≈10
km s−1 with a scatter of ≈15 km s−1. The median spectro-
scopic redshift uncertainty ranges from 11 km s−1 for spectra
with a mean SN ≥ 3 to 52 km s−1 for spectra with a mean
SN < 3, enabling the LOS velocity profile to be resolved for
targets (see Figures 1 and 3) while being at least an order
of magnitude improvement over SDSS photometric uncer-
tainties (Scranton et al. 2005). The spectroscopic redshifts
and four-component PCA fit are presented in the Specz VAC
(see Section 6) to the public for use in various measurements
that require precision modeling and redshift measurements.

5.2 Candidate Background Emissions

The SILO software scanned 1,247,568 co-added residuals
stacked across 5,402,098 foreground-subtracted RSS from
the full MaNGA target sample to find 80,954 multi-line and
33,738 single-line detections, of which 7,158 multi-line and
1,124 single line detections passed the pre-inspection cuts.
Out of 8,282 detections of candidate sets of background
emission-lines that passed the pre-inspection cuts, manual
inspection of the spectra revealed 1,042 are likely (Grade
A), 37 are probable (Grade B), and 26 are possibly (Grade
C) from background galaxies. The redshift grouping of the

detections across 441 targets suggests 458 candidate source
planes containing one or more background galaxies. The
counts per grade are listed in Table A2.

5.3 Strong Lensing Projections

Figure 4 demonstrates that fitted JAM kinematic projec-
tions of MaNGA target SDSS J1344+2620 approximate the
DAP kinematic measurements used in the fit. Distribution
of successfully computed JAM model properties for 302 ex-
amined source-planes listed in Table A3 are demonstrated
in Figure 5. Inspection of kinematic maps reveals JAM fails
to fit the remaining quarter of targets with candidate back-
ground galaxies. This issue is primarily caused by poorer
kinematic measurements of fainter and low-mass galaxies
failing to pass masking and fitting processes described in
Appendix B. Fortunately, the impact of failed fits is neg-
ligible to our lens search method since the probability of
lensing scales with galaxy mass. In addition, kinematic mea-
surements are not required in the UER computation method
described in Sections 4.5.2 and Appendix B1, which enables
at least one UER measurement for 96% of the examined
source planes.

The distribution of the JAM models for the 458 exam-
ined source-planes listed in Table A3 are demonstrated in
Figure 5. The scaling between the stellar mass and the dark
matter halo properties in Figure 5 originate from relations
provided by theory and simulations within literature (Dut-
ton & Macciò 2014; Girelli et al. 2020). Thus the scaling
between the stellar mass and the dark matter halo is fixed
in the JAM modeling process and demonstrate no scatter.
This stellar to dark matter scaling is desirable since MaNGA
kinematic measurements are only well constrained within
approximately an effective radius (Reff ) of the target, which
is insufficient for a fit to isolate the low dark matter fraction
within this region. Thus the scaling of the total mass to the
dark and stellar mass is also fixed and shows no scatter in
Figure 5.

The scaling and concentration of the theoretical dark
matter density profile with an MGE fitted projection of the
stellar mass yield several properties similar to real galaxies
samples. In particular, the slope of the total density pro-
file, (γ), depends on the contributions of the dark matter
density profile, which scales with an approximate power-law
slope of one within the scale radius Navarro et al. (1996), and
the stellar density profile, which is greater than isothermal
(γ > 2). Thus only a strict combination of stellar and dark
matter components yield the isothermal slope measured in
massive lenses (Treu et al. 2006; Bolton et al. 2012b; Li
et al. 2018a). A power-law density slope γ is fitted to each
total density MGE within 2Reff and displayed in Figure 5,
which reveals an approximately isothermal slope for massive
MaNGA galaxies. The median and 86% confidence levels of
the LOS DMF is 0.18+0.21

−0.11 for R/Reff = 0.1 and 0.48+0.19
−0.19

for R/Reff = 1, which is consistent with DMF measure-
ments from microlensing Jiménez-Vicente et al. (2015). The
scaling of γ with mass is consistent with the results of Li
et al. (2019), who also used JAM to fit MaNGA galaxies.

Figure 6 compares distributions of 219 UER measure-
ments from both computation methods where at least one
of the UER measurements is greater than zero arcseconds,
and the JAM-based UER measurement is less than twice
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Figure 3. The corner plot demonstrates the redshift properties of galaxies evaluated by the SILO software. Contour boarders in two

dimension plots represent the 68% confident region, with shading within binned regions scaling with the counts per bin. From left to
right, the dashed lines within the histograms at the top of each column represent the 16, 50, and 84 quartiles, respectively. No significant

bias is detected when comparing the mean of the RSS (zµ(RSS)) spectroscopic redshifts evaluated for each galaxy to the NSA catalogue

zµ(RSS) − zNSA, which is also reflected when comparing the mean of the CUBE (zµ(CUBE)) spectroscopic redshifts evaluated for each
galaxy to the NSA catalogue zµ(CUBE) − zNSA. The standard deviations of the RSS (σRSS) and spaxel (σRSS) sample for each galaxy

reflect the expected LOS velocity profiles of galaxies evaluated within the field of view of MaNGA IFUs.

the JAM-based Einstein radius measurement. The latter fil-
ter for Figure 6 removes 50 JAM-based UER computations
that inspection revealed are beyond the typical Einstein radii
computations due to inflated uncertainties when the JAM
fitting process resolves two or more local χ2 minima regions.
Figure 6 demonstrates the remaining JAM and FIREFLY-

based UER measurements are similar in radius, significantly
scale with mass, and more weakly scale with distances to lens
and source. The robustness of Einstein radii projections is
roughly inferred by the ratio between the lowest and largest
Einstein radii ratio demonstrated in Figure 6, which reveals
the robustness increases with galaxy mass.
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Figure 4. Example of a JAM fit to galaxy kinematics from MaNGA. The color of the top left (data symmetrized by the sym-

metrize_velfield function contained within the JAM package), top middle (JAM model), and right (residual) contour plots for system

SDSS J1344+2620 represent the scaling in the color bar of the root-mean-square of the combined stellar velocity and velocity dispersion

obtained from MaNGA kinematic maps, with a separate color bar for the residual panel. The peaks in the velocity field have been aligned
horizontally.

5.4 Narrow-band Comparisons

Four types of narrow-band images are inspected across 458
candidate source planes for signs of transient and reduction
contamination described in Section 4.6 and demonstrated
in Figure 7 to test if SN narrow-band images are the most
ideal for use in source-plane inspection. Central flux bias
(see feature within yellow dotted arc in Figure 7) is detected
within 16% of narrow-band images created from MaNGA
spaxels in which the foreground was subtracted by the four-
component PCA model included in the Specz VAC (second
column from left in Figure 7), which contamination is not
present in narrow-band images created from spaxels con-
structed from RSS that the foreground was subtracted from
a seven-component PCA model (middle column in Figure 7)
since the mean of the residuals is zero during spaxel con-
struction. Since flux bias resembles arcs or counter images
in 2% of narrow-band images constructed from foreground
subtracted MaNGA spaxels, we validate that spaxels con-
structed from residuals are relatively cleaner of contami-
nants.

Incompletely masked transient contamination (see fea-
tures within dashed green circles of Figure 7) is clearly
visible in 3% of narrow-band images constructed either
from foreground-subtracted MaNGA spaxels or spaxels con-
structed from individual residuals, which features are not
present in narrow-band images created from spaxels con-
structed from co-added residuals (third column from left in
Figure 7) since transient signals are not present across most
exposures and thus are rejected in the sigma-clipping pro-
cess. Since this contamination randomly occurs across the
entire narrow-band image, only 5% resembles a near cen-
tre counter-image, which translates to 0.2% could be miss-
identified as strong lensing features. Thus we validate that
spaxels constructed from co-added residuals are relatively
cleaner than either of the previously compared narrow-band
types.

Non-perfectly subtracted features (see features within
white dash-dot circles of Figure 7) are present within 11%
of narrow-band images constructed by integrating over flux
of any form of residuals, which features are suppressed
in narrow-band images created from spaxels that are con-
structed from the SN of co-added residuals (right column in
Figure 7) since poorer model fits are often related to spectra
with uncertainties inflated by reduction issues. The features
often appear near the galaxy centre since residuals can scale

with the difference of the brighter flux and the foreground
model. Inspection revealed 18% of these central features are
positioned where a counter-image would be expected rela-
tive to the candidate background galaxy, which translates
to 2% of narrow-band images created from integrating over
flux of any form of residuals shows candidate counter-images
that cannot be assured by imaging alone. The signal in the
spectra at the location of these low-SN candidate counter
images is often inconclusive or suggestive of contamination.

Unfortunately, the SN narrow-band images may sup-
press real counter images whose signal is below the noise.
The shape of unlikely lensed galaxies (see features within
blue circles of Figure 7) and galaxies with visible strong
lensing features (see features within cyan arcs of Figure 7)
is nearly identical across narrow-band image types while
faint possible counter images are suppressed in 4% of the
SN narrow-band images. The signal in the spectra at the
location of the suppressed candidate counter images is of-
ten inconclusive or suggestive of contamination, and thus we
suspect only a fraction of these low-SN counter images are
real. However, possible candidate loss from SN suppression
is mitigated in SILO source-plane inspection since a candi-
date source is also graded on its proximity to the probable
strong-lensing regime. Thus we concluded SN narrow-band
images are ideal to use in the SILO source-plane inspection
method.

5.5 Candidate Sources

Spectra inspection revealed 98% of 458 candidate back-
ground galaxies across 441 targets contained one or more
highly assured detections. The source-plane inspection re-
vealed 8 likely, 17 probable, and 69 possible candidate
sources, with counts per source grade listed in Table A3.

Figure 8 displays the spatial position(s) of detections
is at or within the largest UER for source-planes with a
grade of A- or above. In addition, Figure 8 also shows one
or more features supportive of lensing within SN narrow-
band images of the source-planes. Relative to the brightest
candidate source image, a fainter candidate counter-image
is located nearer to and on the opposite side of the candi-
date lens for SDSS J1701+3722, SDSS J1712+3014, SDSS
J1509+3015, and SDSS J1341+5538, which multiple source
images are required to define a system as strongly lensed.
System SDSS J1701+3722 was previously detected by Smith
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Figure 5. Successfully computed JAM mass projections of 302 MaNGA galaxies with at least a detection within eight arcseconds from
galaxy center that belongs to an assured background galaxy candidate, which radial cut is explained in Section B4. Contour boarders
in two dimension plots represent the 68% confident region, with shading within binned regions scaling with the counts per bin. From
left to right, the dashed lines within the histograms at the top of each column represent the 16, 50, and 84 quartiles, respectively. The

scaling relations between the total mass (M), stellar mass (M∗), and dark matter (DM) reflect literature projections Dutton & Macciò
(2014); Hearin et al. (2017); Giocoli et al. (2018); Girelli et al. (2020). The scaling of the black hole mass (MBH) is approximate to as

described in literature (Bandara et al. 2009). The fit of the power-law density slope (γ) within twice the effective radius approximates
the isothermal slope (γ=2) observed in massive lenses Treu et al. (2006).

(2017) and later by the first SILO scan of MaNGA (Talbot
et al. 2018), which follow-up with improved IFU observa-
tions support the most northern and southern bright fea-
tures within the SN narrow-band image are from two dif-
ferent background galaxies while the brightest image and

the small faint image located between the two bright central
images are from the same source (Smith et al. 2020). Since
SN narrow-band images can suppress faint counter images
near the target center, we do not demote the remaining half
(SDSS J1308+3400, SDSS J1632+1338, SDSS J0754+3910)
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Figure 6. Einstein radii projection comparisons for 212 candidate source-planes with an UER > 0′′ and UER < 2ER from kinematic-
based projections, which the latter filter is set to remove a low fraction of largely uncertain fits. Contour boarders in two dimension

plots represent the 68% confident region, with shading within binned regions scaling with the counts per bin. From left to right, the

dashed lines within the histograms at the top of each column represent the 16, 50, and 84 quartiles, respectively. The upper limit of
the Einstein radius (UER), the Einstein radii projection from JAM models (ERJAM ), and the Einstein radii projection from stellar-

mass maps (ERFIREFLY ) across the Petrosian fitted effective radius Reff demonstrates a weak scaling with the foreground redshift
(zF ) and the stellar-mass (M∗) of the targets, with too much scatter to validate a scaling with the background redshift (zB). The
ERFIREFLY /ERJAM is approximately one. The demonstrated stellar mass is the total stellar mass computed from the NSA catalogue,

which is a K-correction fit to a fitted elliptical Petrosian model. The ratio between the lower limit of the Einstein radii projections (LER)
and the upper limit tends to increase with mass.
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Figure 7. Demonstration of how transient and reduction contamination is suppressed in SN narrow-band images constructed from co-

added foreground-subtracted residuals. From left to right, the plots display; an SDSS image of the target galaxy, a narrow-band image

constructed from subtracting the flux from MaNGA spaxels, a narrow-band image created from SILO spaxels constructed from foreground
subtracted residuals, a narrow-band image created from SILO spaxels constructed from co-added residuals, and an SN narrow-band image

created from spaxels of the co-added SN. The shape of unlikely lensed (highlighted by blue circles) and likely lensed (highlighted by

cyan arcs) background galaxies varies little across the different types of narrow-band images. The weak signal suppressed near the target
center within the SN narrow-band image may either be a lensing feature or contamination from the foreground galaxy bulge. In contrast,

improperly subtracted cosmic-rays (highlighted by green dashed circles) do not appear within narrow-band images constructed from

co-added residuals since sigma-clipping rejects signals not present across stacked exposures. The dotted yellow arc highlights a flux bias
induced by masking the cosmic-ray within nearby RSS, forcing the MaNGA spaxel construction method to stack the relatively higher
fluxes within the remaining nearby RSS. The flux bias is not present in the other narrow-band images since the residuals used to construct

these spaxels have a mean flux of zero. The white dash-dot circle highlights contamination induced by improper subtraction of lower
quality RSS, in which contamination is suppressed within the SN narrow-band image since uncertainty measurements are larger within

the affected region.

of candidates with A- or above grades, especially since these
systems demonstrate features supportive of arcs observed in
strong lensing of extended sources.

The source grade of assurance strongly scales with
galaxy mass since the computation of the probable strong
lensing regime and the separation between lensed source im-
ages observed within SN narrow-band images scale with the
square of the enclosed mass. The scaling is evident in Fig-
ure 8 since all candidate lenses with a grade of A- or above
are early-type massive galaxies. To quantify this trend fur-
ther, we compared lens candidate grades with a stellar-mass

approximation obtained from the NSA catalogue, in which
the stellar mass is obtained by a K-correction fit of an el-
liptical Petrosian model to SDSS photometry that is then
multiplied by an estimate of the mass-to-light ratio. The
comparison revealed that lens candidates with ≥ 1011 so-
lar masses are present in all grades. The lowest mass is
≥ 1010.48 solar masses for grades above A-, ≥ 109.73 so-
lar masses for grades above B-, and ≥ 108.3 solar masses
for grades above C-. Thus follow-up high-resolution imaging
of probable and more highly assured lens candidates should
yield on the order of ten low-redshift massive lenses to test
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if the lens-dynamic mass discrepancy is present when com-
paring the lens mass with dynamic mass measurements from
follow-up improved IFU kinematics, which validation of the
discrepancy will warrant further investigation if LOS mass,
the dark matter halo, or the cluster halo adds enclosed mass
to lens measurements. Confirmation of a set of lower-mass
lenses within the probable and possible candidates can be
combined with massive lenses to determine if the discrep-
ancy scales with lens mass and is thus more likely caused
by either the galaxy or cluster halo, which the latter can
be related to the visible environment around the lens. The
lens and improved dynamic measurements of a sample of
confirmed young low-mass lenses can also be compared with
the 20 ELG lenses found by the Sloan WFC Edge-on Late-
type Lens Survey (SWELLS; Treu et al. 2011; Dutton et al.
2011) to potentially break the degeneracy between the bulge,
disk, and halo mass components while measuring changes in
the density profile between low-mass and high-mass lenses
at cosmological distances.

The lens candidates are distributed between redshifts of
0.02 and 0.15, and thus improved joint lens-IFU based dy-
namic measurements can tightly constrain the density profile
of confirmed massive lenses within MaNGA for comparison
to massive lenses found in other SDSS surveys at higher
redshifts (0.1 < z < 0.7) including the Sloan Lens ACS
(SLACS; Bolton et al. 2006; Shu et al. 2015, 2017) survey
and BELLS (Brownstein et al. 2012; Bolton et al. 2012b)
program. Tight profile constraints from the improved joint
lens-dynamic measurements will reduce the number of low-
redshift massive lenses required to statistically improve mea-
surements of the inferred evolution in the power-law density
slope found in higher redshift lenses.

Projections of the Einstein radii from mass models are
of the order of an arcsecond or less, which translates into an
order of half an effective radius or less for MaNGA targets.
Thus a sample of confirmed massive lenses within MaNGA
can be used to probe the baryon-dominated bulge of mas-
sive galaxies, which previous SDSS lens surveys have not
constrained since higher-redshift LRG lens samples found
within SDSS contain physical probe radii typically larger
than half an effective radius (see Figure 4 of Brownstein et al.
2012). In addition, joint lens-dynamic measurements of the
density profile within the inner region of MaNGA lenses can
be combined with other SDSS lens samples to extend radial
evolution inferences of the density profile (Li et al. 2018a)
to the galaxy center. Finally, SDSS J1701+3722 has been
used to test which initial mass functions reasonably project
the enclosed stellar mass for massive galaxies (Smith et al.
2020), which a sample of low-redshift lenses may be of use
to bolster the results statistically.

6 PRESENTING THE SPECTROSCOPIC REDSHIFTS
VALUE-ADDED-CATALOGUE

The spectroscopic redshifts computed in Section 4.1 are pre-
sented in a Specz VAC scheduled for release in SDSS-IV
DR17. The Specz VAC contains 7,910 RSS and 7,992 spaxel
reductions that are not flagged as problematic by the DRP
or SILO. The Specz VAC also includes a PCA fit of the
foreground flux using a four-component Eigenspectra tem-

plate. The best-fit was applied in Section 4.1 to compute
spectroscopic redshifts but not in foreground subtraction.

The Specz VAC is located on the Science Archive Server
(SAS)2 of SDSS and is divided into three types of files:

(i) The Specz VAC contains a summary fits file
(speczall.fits) that presents the analysis information,
MaNGA target information, and statistics on the evaluated
spectroscopic redshift samples for each target. The exten-
sions of the fits file are separated into survey and target in-
formation in the primary extension, as shown in Table A4,
and statistics on the spectroscopic redshift samples of the
target in the SUMMARY extension, as shown in Table A5. The
columns of this fits file are described and documented in the
data model located on the SDSS server.3

(ii) The Specz VAC contains a fits file (specz-PLATE-IFU-
LOG[FILETYPE].fits) for each presented reduction. The fits
file contains the spectroscopic redshifts and the foreground
flux models for each successfully computed spectroscopic
redshift within three σMLE of µinner. The primary exten-
sion of the fits file contains galaxy information, the mean and
standard deviation of the redshifts within Rinner, and the
galaxy mean and sigma of the spectroscopic redshifts con-
tained within the fits file, as shown in Table A6. The row in-
dex of the RSS (and column index for spaxels), spectroscopic
redshift and uncertainties, and spatial position of the spectra
are in the REDSHIFTS extension, as shown in Table A7. The
foreground models are in units of 10−17 erg/s/cm2/Å and
are presented in the MODEL extension. The columns of this
fits file are described and documented in the data model
located on the SDSS server.4

(iii) The Specz VAC contains png and pdf plots of both
the spectroscopic redshifts and the mean SN of the spectra
relative to the galaxy centre (see Figure 1 for an example).
These plots are located in the images folder within each
plate folder, with paths of the form PLATE/images/specz-

PLATE-IFU-LOG[FILETYPE].EXTENSION.

7 PRESENTING THE LENS CANDIDATES IN A
VALUE-ADDED-CATALOGUE

As in Talbot et al. (2021), presenting the candidates to the
public in fits files enables more data to be available for var-
ious research interests within the lensing community. The
candidates are presented in a lens VAC being released in
DR17. The data released will contain information on each
source or background galaxy candidate as well as processed
spectra that is scanned for background emission-lines. The
lens VAC is located on the SAS5 and is divided into three
types of files:

(i) The lens VAC contains a summary fits file

2 Specz VAC: https://data.sdss.org/sas/dr17/manga/

spectro/specz/v3_1_1/1.0.1
3 Specz VAC summary model: https://data.sdss.org/

datamodel/files/MANGA_SPECZ/DRPVER/SPECZVER/speczall.

html
4 Spectroscopic redshifts VAC data model: https://data.sdss.
org/datamodel/files/MANGA_SPECZ/DRPVER/SPECZVER/PLATE4
5 Lensing VAC: https://data.sdss.org/sas/dr17/manga/

spectro/lensing/silo/v3_1_1/1.0.4
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Figure 8. The location of each detection contained within likely (Grade A- or above) strong galaxy-galaxy gravitational lens candidates.
The left image of each set of the target displays the candidate lens galaxy, the field-of-view of the IFU (pink hexagon), the maximum

upper limit of the strong lensing regime (lime circle), and the number of candidate source detections within a radius of 0.5” (black marker

with a cyan number). The right image of each set of the target displays a narrowband image created from the total SN of the background
emission lines mentioned in the bottom-left corner of the figure. The maximum upper limit of the strong lensing regime is shown as a

lime circle. Each image is retrieved from the lens VAC, which is described in Section 7. The star by the name indicates if the largest
displayed strong lensing regime is computed using the FIREFLY stellar mass maps multiplied by an NFW DM fraction (see Section 4.5.2),

where no star indicates the largest displayed strong lensing regime is computed by fitting DAP kinematics with JAM (see Section 4.5.1).
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(silo_manga_detections-SILOVERSION.fits) that
presents spatial and spectroscopic data on each back-
ground galaxy candidate. The extensions of the fits file
are separated into survey information and emission-lines
searched in the primary extension, as shown in Table A8,
candidate lens source-plane statistics and inspection in-
formation, as shown in Table A9, detection and spectra
inspection information, as shown in Table A10, and can-
didate emission-line analysis, as shown in Table A11. The
Gaussian fit and analysis is recorded for any candidate
emission-line with SN > 3. The columns of this fits file are
described and documented in the data model located on
the SDSS server.6

(ii) The lens VAC contains a fits file for each candidate
background galaxy (manga_PLATE_IFU_stack_data.fits)
that includes the foreground-subtracted RSS, the stacked
residuals, and the SILO constructed spaxels. The primary
extension contains target information, as shown in Ta-
ble A12. The INDIVIDUAL_EXPOSURE_REDUCTION extension
contains the RSS data, residuals, SN of the residuals, and
the position information, as shown in Table A13. The
STACKED_REDUCTION extension contains the co-added spec-
tra, the SN of the stack, and the positions of the stack, as
shown in Table A14. The extensions containing the MaNGA
spectra resolution data and the SILO constructed spaxels of
the flux, residuals, and SN are shown in Table A15. The
columns of this fits file are described and documented in the
data model located on the SDSS server.7

(iii) The lens VAC contains pdf plots of the candi-
date emission-lines with a SN > 4, which plots are lo-
cated in the images folder and are organized by plate,
with paths in the form of images/PLATE/flux-PLATE-IFU-

FIBERPOSITION-DETECTIONID.pdf. The inspection grade
and comments are displayed below each plot, which com-
ments are not limited to emission-lines with a SN > 4 since
low SN emission-lines may also be observed during the spec-
tra inspection.

(iv) The lens VAC contains low-resolution images
of the target galaxy from SDSS that are overlayed
with the locations of the detections and the maxi-
mum UER, as shown in Figure 8. These files are or-
ganized by plate within the images folder, with paths
of the form images/PLATE/silo_manga_image-PLATE-IFU-

BACKGROUNDID.pdf.

(v) The VAC contains SN narrow-band images of
the candidate source-plane overlayed with the maxi-
mum UER, as shown in Figure 8. These files are or-
ganized by plate within the images folder, with paths
of the form images/PLATE/silo_manga_narrowband_image-

PLATE-IFU-BACKGROUNDID.pdf.

6 SILO MaNGA summary VAC data model: https:

//data.sdss.org/datamodel/files/MANGA_SPECTRO_LENSING/

silo/DRPVER/SILO_VER/silo_manga_detections.html
7 SILO MaNGA spectra data model: https://data.sdss.org/

datamodel/files/MANGA_SPECTRO_LENSING/silo/DRPVER/SILO_

VER/PLATE/manga_PLATE_IFU_stack_data.html

8 CONCLUSIONS

The SILO project has completed its spectroscopic scan of
the completed MaNGA survey to find 8 likely, 17 probable,
and 69 possible candidate gravitational lenses. The search
method improves upon the spectroscopic selection method
applied in Talbot et al. (2018) and Talbot et al. (2021)
to scan co-added residuals for candidate background detec-
tions, use SN narrow-band images to observe any source
features, and compare the proximity of each candidate back-
ground galaxy to the probable strong lensing regime.

SILO scanned 1,247,568 co-added residuals across
5,402,098 RSS from the MaNGA reductions to reveal
114,692 detections, of which 8,282 detections passed the
pre-inspection cuts, which cuts are designed to reject sky
and target emission-line contamination. Spectra inspection
revealed 1,043 likely, 37 probable, and 26 possible back-
ground detections. Source-plane inspection revealed 8 likely,
17 probable, and 69 possible lensed sources across 441 tar-
gets with one or more candidate background galaxies.

Whether these detections are quantitatively consistent
with a spectroscopic lensing probabability function is the
subject of a future manuscript that would generalize the
single-fiber approach taken in Arneson et al. (2012), which
was based on a monte carlo simulation of o(106) mock lenses,
which was searched for detectable signatures of strong lens-
ing from background emission lines. The addition of multi-
ple fibers in which the Einstein Radius provides a possible
geometric distribution of detectable lensing features would
make an update of this simulation an important tool in un-
derstanding the completeness of our catalog.

The spectroscopic redshifts computed for the MaNGA
RSS and spaxel data are scheduled for release in a (Specz)
VAC for DR17. The lens candidates are also scheduled for
release in a lens VAC for DR17, which VAC will contain a
summary file of the candidates, spectra data files, plots of
high SN candidate background emission-lines, low-resolution
images overlayed with the detections, and SN narrow-band
images of the background or source candidates.

Follow-up high-resolution imaging of these candidate
lenses will provide an opportunity to compare previously
found SDSS lenses with confirmed MaNGA lenses, which
combined sample will be used to test the evolution in the
galactic mass profile across a broadened sample range of red-
shifts. The SILO project can also use MaNGA lenses to test
the inner density profile of the lens since the Einstein radii
should be located near the baryon-dominated bulge (see Tal-
bot et al. 2018). The angular size of MaNGA galaxies en-
ables spatially resolved kinematics to be obtained to con-
strain the dynamic mass better. The SILO project intends
to use improved measurements of the dynamic mass to test
if the lens-dynamic mass discrepancy is caused by oversim-
plified modelling or LOS mass contamination. Resolving the
lens-dynamic mass discrepancy may reveal improvements to
the lens and dynamic modelling methods, so uncertainties
in H0 and the evolution of the galactic mass profile can be
mitigated.
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Table A2. Count of graded spectroscopic detections found within
the co-added residuals, which more than one detection of candi-

date emission-lines may belong to a candidate background galaxy

since the fibre bundle used in MaNGA observations may sample
different regions of the background galaxy. Column one lists the

spectra grade, which grades of A represent likely, B represent

probable, and C represent possible background emissions. Col-
umn two lists the count of multi-line detections. Column three

lists the count of single-line detections.

Grade Multi-line Detections Single-line Detections
(1) (2) (3)

A+ 896 8
A 80 6

A- 49 3

B+ 15 1
B 7 2

B- 12 0

C+ 10 1
C 8 2

C- 1 4

Total 1,078 27

Table A3. Count of candidate sources found within MaNGA tar-

get spectra. Column 1 lists the source grade, which grades of A
represent likely, B represent probable, C represent possible, and

X represent unlikely sources. Column two lists the count of can-
didate sources for each grade.

Grade Galaxy Count

(1) (2)

A+ 1

A 0

A- 7
B+ 0

B 8

B- 9
C+ 11

C 13

C- 45
X 363

Total 457

MNRAS 000, 000–000 (2022)
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Table A4. Table description of the primary extension of the MaNGA statistics summary file for each MaNGA target within the Specz
VAC. Columns one, two, and three lists the name, data type, and description for each header, respectively.

Name Type Description
(1) (2) (3)

AUTHOR String Creater of specz files
SOURCE String Specz using MaNGA
SPECZVER String Version of Specz
DRPVER String Version of Data Reduction Pipeline
RELEASE String Release version
SAMPTYPE String Wavelength sampling type

Table A5. Table description of the SUMMARY extension of the MaNGA statistics summary file for each MaNGA target within the Specz
VAC. Columns one, two, and three lists the name, data type, and description for each column, respectively.

Name Type Description
(1) (2) (3)

MANGA ID String MaNGA ID
FILETYPE String File is either RSS(fibers) or CUBE(Spaxels)
PLATE Integer Target plate
IFU Integer Target IFU
NSA Z Float NSA redshift
NSPEC Integer Number of spectra within MaNGA target
OBJDECa Float Object declination
OBJRAa Float Object right ascension
IFUDECa Float IFU declination
IFURAa Float IFU right ascension
COMP Float Percent of redshifts recorded
MEAN Z Float Mean redshift
STD Z Float Standard deviation of redshifts
SKEW Float Skewness
MEDIAN Z Float Median redshift
IQR Float Interquartile range of redshifts
Q25 Float 25th quartile
Q75 Float 75th quartile
R0 Float Radius of inner sample
COMP0 Float Percent of redshifts within R0
MEAN Z0 Float Mean redshift within R0
STD Z0 Float Standard deviation within R0
SKEW0 Float Skewness within R0
MEDIAN Z0 Float Median redshift within R0
IQR0 Float Interquartile range of redshifts within R0
Q250 Float 25th quartile within R0
Q750 Float 75th quartile within R0

Table A6. Table description of the primary extension of the MaNGA Specz VAC fits file. Columns one, two, and three lists the name,

data type, and description for each header, respectively.

Name Type Description
(1) (2) (3)

RELEASE String SDSS data release
DRPVER String DRP version
SPECZVER String Specz code version
FILETYPE String Data structure used to compute Specz
MANGA ID String Target id
PLATE Integer Target plate
IFUDSGN Integer Target IFU
NSA Z Float Target NSA redshift
OBJRAa Float Target right ascension in degrees
OBJDECa Float Target declination in degrees
R0b Float High signal-to-noise inner sample radius
BIN SIZE Integer Sample size used to compute mean z
MEANZ R0 Float Mean z within R0
SIGZ R0 Float Sigma of z within R0
Z TOL Float Maximum delta redshift allowed
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Table A7. Table description of the REDSHIFT extension of the MaNGA Specz VAC fits file. Columns one, two, and three lists the name,
data type, and description for each column, respectively.

Name Type Description
(1) (2) (3)

INDEX ROW Integer (Array) Row index in MaNGA CUBE or RSS file
INDEX COL Integer (Array) Column index in MaNGA CUBE file (for spaxels only)
SPECZ Float (Array) Spectroscopic redshifts
SPECZ ZNUM Float (Array) Extension of specz
SPECZ ERR Float (Array) Spectroscopic redshifts error
SPECZ RCHI2 Float (Array) Spectroscopic redshifts reduced chi2
MEAN Xa Float (Array) Mean of xpos from galaxy center
MEAN Ya Float (Array) Mean of ypos from galaxy center
MEAN Ra Float (Array) Mean radius from galaxy center
MEAN SN Float (Array) Mean spectra signal-to-noise

Table A8. Table description of the primary extension of the summary file contained within the MaNGA lens VAC. Columns one, two,

and three lists the name, data type, and description for each header, respectively.

Name Type Description
(1) (2) (3)

PROJECT String Lens search project
AUTHORS String SILO project creators
INSP String Detection inspector
SCANNED String SDSS surveys scanned by SILO
DRPVER String Version of MaNGA data reduction pipeline
SILO VER String Version of SILO project used
RELEASE String SDSS data release version
SAMPLING String Wavelength sampling of spectra
SPECTYPE String Type of spectra searched
OIIBa Float Restframe wavelength of OIIb
OIIAa Float Restframe wavelength of OIIa
HIDa Float Restframe wavelength of HId
HICa Float Restframe wavelength of HIc
HIBa Float Restframe wavelength of HIb
OIIIBa Float Restframe wavelength of OIIIb
OIIIAa Float Restframe wavelength of OIIIa
NIIBa Float Restframe wavelength of NIIb
HIAa Float Restframe wavelength of HIa
NIIAa Float Restframe wavelength of NIIa
SIIBa Float Restframe wavelength of SIIb
SIIAa Float Restframe wavelength of SIIa

Table A9. Table description of the CANDIDATE_OVERVIEW extension of the summary file contained within the MaNGA lens VAC. Columns

one, two, and three lists the name, data type, and description for each column, respectively.

Name Type Description
(1) (2) (3)

BACKGROUND ID Integer Assinged background id
SDSS TARGET NAME String SDSS RA+DEC name of target
MANGA ID String MaNGA target identifier
PLATE Integer MaNGA plate
IFU Integer MaNGA integral field unit
NSA ZF Float Target redshift from NSA
MEAN ZF INNER Float Mean inner z from Specz VAC
SIGMA ZF INNER Float Sigma inner z from Specz VAC
RA IFUa Float Right ascension of MaNGA IFU
DEC IFUa Float Declination of MaNGA IFU
MEAN ZB Float Mean z of detections
SIGMA ZB Float Sigma z of detections
SOURCE GRADE String Inspection grade of candidate lens
SOURCE COMMENT String Inspection comment of candidate lens
NEAREST RATIO Float Ratio of nearest source edge to upper limit ER
ER JAMb Float (Array) Lower, best, upper Einstein radius using DAP
ER FIREFLYb Float (Array) Lower, best, upper Einstein radius using DAP
DETECTION COUNT Integer Count of graded detections
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Table A10. Table description of the DETECTION extension of the summary file contained within the MaNGA lens VAC. Columns one, two,
and three lists the name, data type, and description for each column, respectively.

Name Type Description
(1) (2) (3)

MANGA ID String MaNGA target id
DETECTION ID Integer Detection identifier for MaNGA target
EMLINE SCAN TYPE String Single-line=OII(b, a), Multi-line=2+ lines
FOREGROUND Z Float Mean redshift across stacked RSS
DETECTION Z Float Redshift of background candidate
N EMLINES SN GE4 Integer Number of emission-lines detected with SN>=4
QUADATURE SUM SN GE3 Float Quadrature sum of emission-lines with SN>=3
MEAN Xa Float Mean x of stacked fibers
MEAN Ya Float Mean y of stacked fibers
MEAN Ra Float Mean stacked radius from galaxy center
FIBER POSITION String Fiber number in IFU and dither position
STACKED COUNT Float Count of stacked RSS residuals
STACKED RSS Float (Array) Row indexs of stacked RSS residuals
SPECTRA GRADE String Grade of spectra assurances of source candidate
COMMENT String Comment of assuring/non-assuring features

Table A11. Table description of the EMISSION_LINE_ANALYSIS extension of the summary file contained within the MaNGA lens VAC.

Columns one, two, and three lists the name, data type, and description for each column, respectively.

Name Type Description
(1) (2) (3)

DETECTION ID Integer Detection identifier for MaNGA target
NAME String Name of emission-line
INDEX IN SPECTRA Integer Index emission-line is located in spectra
EM WAVEa Float Observed-frame wavelength of emission-line
SN Float Convolved signal-to-noise of emission-line
GAUSS FIT REPORTED BOOLEAN Gauss fit reported if SN>=3
GAUSS WAVEa Float (Array) Wavelength(s) center of model w. -/+97.5 Q.
GAUSS BASE HEIGHTa Float (Array) Gaussian model base height w. -/+97.5 Q.
GAUSS AMPLITUDEa Float (Array) Gaussian model amplitude w. -/+97.5 Q.
GAUSS SIGMAa Float (Array) Gaussian model sigma w. -/+97.5 Q.
RCHI2 SAMPLE Float Reduced chi2̂ of Gauss fit to sample
NDOF SAMPLE Integer (Array) Degree of freedom of RCHI2 SAMPLE
RCHI2 3SIG Float Reduced chi2̂ of Gauss fit within 3 sigma
NDOF 3SIG Integer (Array) Degree of freedom of RCHI2 3SIG
SAMPLE SIZE Integer (Array) Sample size
MODEL WAVE BASEa Float (Array) Wavelength base of Gaussian model
GAUSS MODELb Float (Array) Gaussian model of residual flux
FITTED RESIDUAL FLUXb Float (Array) Residual flux segment used in Gaussian fit
FITTED IVAR RESCALED Float (Array) Rescaled inverse varience used in Gauss fit
AND MASK Integer (Array) Co-added AND MASK of spectra sample
OR MASK Integer (Array) Co-added OR MASK of spectra sample

Table A12. Table description of the primary extension for the MaNGA lens VAC file. Columns one, two, and three lists the name, data

type, and description for each header, respectively.

Name Type Description
(1) (2) (3)

RELEASE String SDSS data release
DRPVER String DRP version
SPECZVER String Specz code version
FILETYPE String Data structure used to compute Specz
MANGA ID String Target id
PLATE Integer Target plate
IFUDSGN Integer Target IFU
NSA Z Float Target NSA redshift
OBJRAa Float Target right ascension in degrees
OBJDECa Float Target declination in degrees
R0b Float High signal-to-noise inner sample radius
BIN SIZE Integer Sample size used to compute mean z
MEANZ R0 Float Mean z within R0
SIGZ R0 Float Sigma of z within R0
Z TOL Float Maximum delta redshift allowed
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Table A13. Table description of the INDIVIDUAL_EXPOSURE_REDUCTION extension of the MaNGA lens VAC file. Columns one, two, and
three lists the name, data type, and description for each column, respectively.

Name Type Description
(1) (2) (3)

INDEX ROW Integer (Array) Row index in MaNGA CUBE or RSS file
INDEX COL Integer (Array) Column index in MaNGA CUBE file (for spaxels only)
SPECZ Float (Array) Spectroscopic redshifts
SPECZ ZNUM Float (Array) Extension of specz
SPECZ ERR Float (Array) Spectroscopic redshifts error
SPECZ RCHI2 Float (Array) Spectroscopic redshifts reduced chi2
MEAN Xa Float (Array) Mean of xpos from galaxy center
MEAN Ya Float (Array) Mean of ypos from galaxy center
MEAN Ra Float (Array) Mean radius from galaxy center
MEAN SN Float (Array) Mean spectra signal-to-noise

Table A14. Table description of the STACKED_REDUCTION extension of the MaNGA lens VAC file. Columns one, two, and three lists the

name, data type, and description for each column, respectively.

Name Type Description
(1) (2) (3)

FIBER POSITION String Fiber number and dither position
RSS INDX Integer (Array) Row-stacked index(s) of spectra in stack
EXPNUM Integer (Array) Stacked exposure numbers
SET Integer (Array) Stacked dither pattern iterations
SEEINGa Float (Array) Seeing of stacked RSS
MEAN Xa Float Stacked RSS mean x position
MEAN Ya Float Stacked RSS mean y position
MEAN Ra Float Stacked RSS mean r position
MEAN THETA Float Stacked RSS mean angle from East
MEAN SPECZ Float Mean redshift of stacked RSS
MEAN XPOSa Float (Array) Stacked mean wavelength-dependent x position
MEAN YPOSa Float (Array) Stacked mean wavelength-dependent y position
MEAN RPOSa Float (Array) Stacked mean wavelength-dependent radius
WAVE Angstroms Float (Array) Wavelength of spectra
AND MASK Integer (Array) Andmask of stacked spectra
OR MASK Integer (Array) Ormask of stacked spectra
SRESFLUXb Float (Array) Stacked residual spectra of flux-model
SIVAR Float (Array) Stacked rescaled inverse variance
SSN SPEC Float (Array) Gaussian convolved SN of stack
SO2SN SPEC Float (Array) OII Gaussian convolved SN of stack

Table A15. This table describes each ImageHDU extension contained within the MaNGA lens VAC file. Columns one and two lists the

name and description for each column, respectively.

Name Description
(1) (2)

WAVEa Wavelength vector
SPECRES Median spectral resolution vs wavelength
SPECRESD Standard deviation (1-sigma) of spectral resolution vs wavelength
PRESPECRES Median pre-pixel spectral resolution vs wavelength
PRESPECRESD Standard deviation of pre-pixel spectral resolution vs wavelength
CUBE INDIVIDUAL FLUXb Flux of individual spectra
CUBE INDIVIDUAL MODELb Model of individual spectra
CUBE INDIVIDUAL RESIDUALSb Residuals of flux-foreground model
CUBE INDIVIDUAL IVAR RESCALED Re-scaled inverse variance of flux-foreground residuals
CUBE INDIVIDUAL GAUSS SN Gaussian convolved SN of residuals
CUBE INDIVIDUAL GAUSS O2SN OII Gaussian convolved SN of residuals
CUBE STACKED RESIDUALSb Co-added residuals
CUBE IVAR RESCALED STACKED Inverse variance of co-added residuals
CUBE STACKED GAUSS SN Gaussian convolved SN of co-added residuals
CUBE STACKED GAUSS O2SN OII Gaussian convolved SN of co-added residuals
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APPENDIX B: COMPUTATION OF THE UPPER LIMIT
OF THE TOTAL MASS-DENSITY MAP FROM
DYNAMICS

One approach to approximate the total mass map is to fit
a mass profile, inclination, anisotropy, and position angle to
the stellar dynamics. SILO uses JamPy to fit a stellar veloc-
ity map to a model of the galaxy potential. In particular,
jam_axi_proj solves the Jeans (Jeans 1922) equations to
generate a model of the second velocity moment:

RMSLOS =
√
v2LOS + σ2

LOS (B1)

of either a spherically or cylindrically axis JAM based upon
a trial radial anisotropy, black hole (BH) mass at the cen-
tre of the galaxy, inclination, galaxy density profile, and the
RMSLOS map. The trial input parameters can then be var-
ied until the JAM model best matches observations.

The galaxy density profile used by JamPy is expressed
in the form of Multi Gaussian Expansion (MGE) parame-
terizations (Emsellem et al. 1994) of either a radial density
or surface density profile, in which the MgeFit (Cappellari
2002) package can be used to fit an MGE to a density profile.
There are many advantages to using an MGE fit of the den-
sity profile. Section 2.2 of Cappellari (2002) demonstrates
how the observed axial ratios (qj) of a surface density MGE
can be used to deproject the surface density MGE into a ra-
dial density MGE. Section 2.1 of Cappellari (2002) demon-
strates how a PSF of the seeing can be incorporated as an
MGE in the luminosity surface density MGE to convolve
the projection of the light profile during the fit to imaging.
Finally, equation 11 from Cappellari et al. (2013) demon-
strates how the light enclosed within a radius (R) along the
LOS can be computed from a luminosity surface density
MGE given the total luminosity of each Gaussian. The val-
ues of equation 11 from Cappellari et al. (2013) can also be
switched for the total mass of each Gaussian to compute the
LOS mass enclosed within R given the mass-surface density
MGE. Thus, MGEs are not only useful to project the mass
enclosed within a sphere that impacts stellar dynamics but
can also be used to project the mass enclosed within R along
the LOS.

B1 Computation of the Stellar Mass-Density Profile

The distribution of the stellar mass-density profile can be
projected by the light profile of the galaxy multiplied by a
stellar-mass to a stellar light ratio (M∗/L∗). However, SILO
must first retrieve the SDSS photometry and prepare the
photometry for an MGE fit of the light profile. The coordi-
nates, seeing PSF in the SDSS r-band (i.e. red filter), and
the radius that contains 90% of the Petrosian fitted flux in
the r-band (R90) is obtained for both the target and nearby
celestial objects from the PhotoObj database and retrieved
by the SDSS Sky Server8. SILO then obtains a cutout of the
target within twice the semi-major axis of R90 from SDSS
Legacy photometry (Lupton et al. 2001) in the r-band, which
image file is obtained from SDSS frames files located within
the DR17 PhoObj directory9 on the SAS. However, nearby

8 SDSS SKY SERVER: http://skyserver.sdss.org
9 PhotoObj: https://data.sdss.org/sas/dr17/eboss/

photoObj

objects can cause the measurement of R90 to underrepresent
the light profile. Thus SILO will instead retrieve a photom-
etry cutout within twice the IFU radius if R90 is below five
arcseconds.

However, other galaxies and stars can contaminate the
image and thus impact target modeling. Thus SILO applies a
methodology to mask where the observed surface brightness
from contaminating sources is brighter than the target’s ob-
served surface brightness in the same region as such contam-
ination can significantly impact target modeling. SILO also
adds a constraint that the contamination must be brighter
than the background sky to prevent masking beyond the
significant region of the source. Inspection of contamination
fainter than either condition reveals negligible impact on
SILO’s fits of the target flux.

In particular, SILO first retrieves the r-band Petrosian,
De Vaucouleurs, Exponential, and PSF fitted flux data from
PhotoObj for all objects within the field of view of the im-
age cutout. Non-target objects that have a Petrosian-derived
SN < 3 are excluded since the observed surface brightness
for these objects is often insufficient for proper SDSS mod-
eling, which is used in the masking process explained below.
The exclusion is justified since these faint objects insignif-
icantly impact SILO’s fit of the target flux. Galaxies that
reside within the target radius containing 50% of the Pet-
rosian fitted flux are also excluded since these objects are
often merging with the target or represent a second mea-
surement of the target. In addition, the observed surface
brightness of foreign galaxies is often less than the observed
surface brightness of the target within this region. The PSF
flux of nearby stars is then projected as a single point onto an
observed surface brightness map. In addition, the observed
surface intensity from the weighted combination of the best
fitted De Vaucouleurs and Exponential models from SDSS
are also projected onto the observed surface brightness map
for all non-target galaxies. A second observed surface bright-
ness map is also created for the target using the weighted
combination of the best fitted De Vaucouleurs and Expo-
nential models from SDSS. Both observed surface brightness
maps are then convolved with a two-dimensional PSF map
constructed from the seeing data contained within SDSS’s
psField files using the method10 developed by SDSS. The
background threshold is then measured as 1.5 times the in-
terquartile range over the seventy-fifth percentile of the sky
within a ten-arcsecond region on the image that contains
the lowest median background. The image mask is then ap-
plied where the cumulative observed surface brightness of
non-target objects exceeds the observed surface brightness
of the target when comparing observed surface brightness
maps, which masking is limited to where the observed sur-
face brightness of the contamination also exceeds the back-
ground threshold.

SILO uses the find_galaxy function included in the
MgeFit package to measure the position angle (PA), ma-
jor axis, ellipticity, and center of the target in the image.
These values from find_galaxy, the photometry, and the
mask are used as input into the sectors_photometry func-
tion from the MgeFit package, in which sectors_photometry

10 PSF method: https://www.sdss.org/dr17/imaging/images/

#psf
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extracts spatially binned photometric measurements from
the galaxy image. The photometric measurements, elliptic-
ity value from find_galaxy, the pixel scale in arcseconds,
and the PSF of the red image in units of pixels is next
used in the mge_fit_sectors_regularized function to fit
up to 20 Gaussians to the photometric measurements. The
MGE returned by mge_fit_sectors_regularized has been
de-convolved to mitigate the impact of seeing on smoothing
the steep gradient of the light profile within the center of
the target.

The jam_axi_proj function uses an MGE with each
Gaussian σj in arcseconds and each Gaussian magnitude
in peak solar luminosity per square parsec (L�pc−2) to con-
strain the stellar distribution. In preparation to rescale the
fitted MGE, the solar luminosity of the target in the r-band
is obtained from:

L� = 100.4(AB�−ABgalaxy) (B2)

where ABgalaxy is the Sérsic absolute magnitude in the r-
band recorded as NSA_SERSIC_ABSMAG in the DRPALL file11

of SDSS and AB� is the AB magnitude of the sun in the
SDSS r-band (Blanton et al. 2003). The total flux of the
fitted MGE in units of nanomaggies is then re-scaled by the
ratio of L� to the sum of the total flux from all Gaussians to
yield the total luminosity (Lj) of each Gaussian. Each Lj is
then converted into the central surface brightness (L�pc−2)
using equation ten of Cappellari et al. (2013) and σj is re-
scaled to arcseconds.

The jam_axi_proj function also uses a total mass den-
sity MGE to fit the RMSLOS map. The stellar mass density
is approximated by multiplying the luminosity MGE by a
trial M∗/L∗. The stellar mass MGE is combined with a DM
halo MGE to approximate the total density MGE, which
computation of the DM halo MGE is described in the fol-
lowing section.

B2 Computation of the Density Profile of the Dark Matter
Halo

An MGE fit of the physical DM halo is obtained by us-
ing an NFW equation to project the physical density across
radius once the total physical DM halo mass and the
DM halo concentration are quantified. The total physi-
cal mass of the DM halo is projected by multiplying the
trial total stellar mass with the DM halo mass to stellar
M/L predicted using equation 6 and Table 2 from Girelli
et al. (2020), which the latter is predicted based upon the
ΛCDM DUSTGRAIN-pathfinder simulation (Giocoli et al.
2018). The DM halo mass is then used as input into the
conc_NFWmodel function from halotools package (Hearin
et al. 2017) to compute the NFW halo concentration by us-
ing a power-law fit to the concentration-mass relation from
equations 12 and 13 of Dutton & Macciò (2014). SILO then
uses the mass_density function from the halotools package
to project the radial density of a symmetric NFW halo in
a flat ΛCDM cosmology using the total halo physical mass
and halo concentration as input, in which SILO re-scales
the density from units of ρh−3Mpc−3 to units of ρpc−3.

11 DRPALL file: https://dr17.sdss.org/sas/dr17/manga/

spectro/redux/v3_1_1/drpall-v3_1_1.fits

The density profile is then fitted by the mge_fit_1d function
from the MgeFit package to obtain an MGE with a Gaussian
central surface density in units of M�pc−2. Thus only the
Gaussian dispersion of the MGE needed to be converted to
arcseconds as input into jam_axi_proj.

B3 Preparation of the Stellar Velocity Maps

The jam_axi_proj function can use a RMSLOS map in the
fit of the total density profile, which the RMSLOS map can
be computed from adding in quadrature a vLOS map and
a σLOS map. However, SILO does not use the σLOS spaxel
map from the SPX-MILESHC-MASTARSSP file since measure-
ments of σLOS can be significantly biased in low SN spaxels
(see Section 4.5.1). Instead, the σLOS map selected by SILO
is obtained from the VOR10-MILESHC-MASTARSSP file since
the Voronoi binned measurements of σLOS are evaluated
with a SN ≥ 10. The VOR10-MILESHC-MASTARSSP still con-
tains the binned measurements across spaxels but also con-
tains a σLOS correction map to subtract systematic biases
from the σLOS map. The vLOS maps are obtained both from
the SPX-MILESHC-MASTARSSP and VOR10-MILESHC-
MASTARSSP files, which the former is only used in com-
puting the position angle (PA) of the vLOS map since the
smoother spaxel resolution yields better orientation fits than
the Voronoi bins.

The maps from the DAP can contain quality issues
caused by intervening objects and other forms of contamina-
tion. Thus the velocity maps must be prepared to improve
the fit of the mass-density profile to the derived RMSLOS
map, which preparation is performed across the spaxels of
the maps prior to extracting RMSLOS computed from each
Voronoi bin in order to preserve the area representation of
the sampling. In particular, a spaxel is masked if the inverse
variance of the spaxel is zero for either the σLOS or vLOS
values obtained from the DAP maps, if the coordinates of
the spaxel are located within a masked region of the pho-
tometry, or if the values are non-finite. During an inspection
of the VOR10-MILESHC-MASTARSSP maps, it was also
noticed that bright distant stars can still contaminate the
measured σLOS on the side of the target that is directed
towards the star. In addition, inspection revealed that spec-
tra contributions from faint regions of additional foreground
galaxies can significantly bias kinematic measurements. Un-
fortunately, neither DRP nor DAP currently has a method
that robustly masks these contamination regions. To miti-
gate this issue, SILO applies a masking method that is de-
scribed along with the related processes throughout this sec-
tion.

The jam_axi_proj function expects the coordinates of
the RMSLOS to be aligned along the major axis of the
galaxy and velocity systematics to be corrected. In prepara-
tion to compute the PA used to rotate the RMSLOS coor-
dinates, SILO subtracts vLOS by its median to mitigate sys-
tematic biases in the LOS velocity. The PA is then computed
from fit_kinematic_pa, which uses the method listed in
Appendix C of Krajnović et al. (2006) to determine the PA
of the median subtracted vLOS map. The fit_kinematic_pa
function further computes the systematic bias in the median
subtracted vLOS map, which is used to correct for any sys-
tematic bias in the velocity. Masks are next applied to any
velocity above 400 km s−1 in the systematic corrected vLOS
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map or the σLOS map, which velocity is un-physical for the
kinematics of galaxies.

Since σLOS measurements are easily biased by low SN
measurements or contaminants, SILO utilizes the prior mask
but applies more methods to properly reject poor σLOS
measurements. In particular, σLOS measurements above 400
km s−1 are rejected as un-physical. Any σLOS measurement
with a mean g-band-weighted pixel SN < 5 in the Voronoi
binned spectra is masked since test from Westfall et al.
(2019) reveals lower SN measurements are unreliable, and
our inspection of the σLOS maps reveals these measure-
ments often reside in regions where the brightness of the
sky background is equivalent to the target brightness. Next,
σLOS measurements that are 10 km s−1 beyond both the in-
terquartile range and the continuous distribution of σLOS
measurements are masked since such measurements are ob-
viously biased beyond typical measurements. Voronoi bins
that contain more than 10% of masked spaxels are then
completely masked, which percentage threshold is chosen to
avoid masking bins where sometimes several reasonable mea-
surements are masked by photometry or reduction masking
processes.

Inspection of the σLOS maps for a hundred targets re-
vealed tighter masks are required to remove bins with ob-
vious bias that reside within the continuous distribution of
the σLOS measurements. To do this, SILO first computes an
elliptical radius (Re) , defined by a major to minor axis ratio
and position angle that approximates contours of constant
σLOS within the σLOS map of the target. The Re is approx-
imated using the PA measurement and the major to minor
axis ratio of the SDSS Sersic fit of the target. SILO then iter-
ates over Re to determine the median σLOS located between
Re and Re + 1”. SILO then masks σLOS measurements that
are below or above 1.5 times the interquartile range (IQR)
from the twenty-fifth percentile (q25) or seventy-fifth per-
centile (q75) of the σLOS minus median sample, respectively.
Since the error in σLOS strongly correlates with the SN of
each measurement, evaluating IQR, q75, and q25 across the
median-subtracted σLOS yields a global masking threshold
that is more likely to reject poor measurements typically lo-
cated farther from the target center. Finally, σLOS measure-
ments below 50 km s−1 are rejected since DAP test reveal
such measurements are typically unreliable within MaNGA
kinematics (Westfall et al. 2019). Voronoi bins that con-
tain more than 10% of masked spaxels are then completely
masked, which percentage threshold is chosen to avoid mask-
ing bins where sometimes several reasonable measurements
are masked because of variance introduced by the median
map.

Unfortunately, the additional σLOS masking methods
would mask most of the sample from rotationally-dominated
targets where most σLOS measurements above 50 km s−1

may only reside within a few arcseconds from the target cen-
ter. As a solution, SILO evaluates if the vLOS can be used
instead of a RMSLOS for JAM modeling of rotationally-
dominated systems. In particular, SILO will instead provide
vLOS and its mask to JAM (including instructing JAM to
compute the radial velocities) if any of the following condi-
tions are met:

(i) The σLOS mask completely rejects the inner arcsecond

sample from the target center, which infers σLOS is typically
below the 50 km s−1 mask threshold.

(ii) The ninety percentile (q90) of un-masked vLOS is
√

10
greater than q90 of the un-masked σLOS sample, inferring
that σLOS only contributes about a tenth of the velocities
added in quadrature to obtain the RMSLOS map and thus
negligibly contributes about a twentieth to RMSLOS . The
purpose of comparing q90 measurements instead of the max-
imum in each map is to better represent typically larger
measurements.

(iii) The sample size of un-masked vLOS is three times
greater than the sample size of un-masked σLOS within the
half-light radius evaluated by a Sersic profile fit from SDSS.
This step helps to reduce the risk that poorer σLOS mea-
surements can yield a masked-dominated sample.

Simulations and comparisons between multiple obser-
vations of the same target also infer that kinematic uncer-
tainties should be increased by a factor of log10(SN) where
the binned SN > 10 (Westfall et al. 2019). SILO thus in-
cludes this re-scaling into the kinematic uncertainties prior
to computing RMSLOS from the systematic corrected vLOS
map and the σLOS map. The un-masked Voronoi RMSLOS
measurements are then extracted from an arbitrary spaxel
belonging to each bin.

B4 Computation of the Total Density Profile

SILO uses the AdaMet (Cappellari et al. 2013) optimizer
to fit a total density profile to the RMSLOS map, which
optimizer uses an Adaptive Metropolis algorithm (Haario
et al. 2001) to perform the fit. SILO provides a trial function
to the optimizer that:

• Creates a DM halo MGE as specified in Section B2.
• Project the stellar mass MGE by multiplying the stellar

light MGE by a trail M∗/L∗.
• Rotates the PA corrected coordinates of the RMSLOS

map by the trail offset angle.
• Combines the stellar density MGE and DM density

MGE to project a total density MGE.
• Converts a trial internal axis rotation parameter (q) into

a projection of the galaxy inclination (i) by:

i = atan

(√
1−min(qj)2

min(qj)2 − q2

)
(B3)

.
• Provides the jam_axi_proj function with the stellar

light MGE, trial total density MGE, trail BH mass, the re-
constructed PSF obtained from of the DAP files, RMSLOS ,
RMSLOS error, the rotated coordinates of the velocity map,
a trail inclination to generate a spherical JAM model of
RMSLOS .
• Returns the χ2 fit of the JAM model to the RMSLOS

map.

A best guess, uncertainties, and bounds for each trial
parameter is required by AdaMet for the optimization. The
best guess of M∗/L∗ is the same as described in Sec-
tion 4.5.2. The relative uncertainty in the M∗/L∗ is then de-
termined by adding in quadrature the relative uncertainty in
the FIREFLY stellar mass bins with the relative uncertainty
in the measured flux of the target. The bounds of M∗/L∗
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are set within three times the uncertainty. The uncertainty
in the stellar mass is then determined from the uncertainty
in M∗/L∗. This range in the M∗/L∗ boundary ensures that
the best fit will be achieved regardless of whether the M∗/L∗
was computed using slightly different cosmological parame-
ters or a different modelling method of the total luminosity.

SILO can use equation 8 from Bandara et al. (2009) to
project the BH mass given a projection of the total mass of
the galaxy. The total mass of the galaxy can be obtained by
adding the measurement of the total stellar mass with the
projection of the total physical mass of the DM halo. The
total physical mass of the DM halo is projected by multiply-
ing the total stellar mass from FIREFLY with the DM halo
mass to stellar M/L predicted using equation 6 and Table
2 from Girelli et al. (2020). The uncertainties in the total
physical mass of the DM halo are then determined using
the uncertainties stated in Table 2 from Girelli et al. (2020)
with the uncertainties in the stellar mass. The galaxy’s total
mass is then projected as the sum of the stellar mass from
FIREFLY with the projection of the total physical mass of
the DM halo. The uncertainties in the galaxy’s total mass
are projected using the uncertainties in both the stellar mass
and the total physical mass of the DM halo. SILO then com-
putes the best guess of the trial BH mass using the projec-
tion of the galaxy’s total mass in equation 8 of Bandara
et al. (2009). The uncertainty in the trial BH mass is de-
termined from the uncertainty in the galaxy’s total mass
with the uncertainty stated in equation 8 of Bandara et al.
(2009). The bounds of the trial BH mass are determined
from three times the uncertainty in the galaxy’s total mass
with three times the uncertainty stated in equation 8 of Ban-
dara et al. (2009). While Girelli et al. (2020) assume Planck
cosmological constraints (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016)
and Bandara et al. (2009) assumes H0 = 70 km s−1Mpc−1

and Ωm = 0.3, these differences from WMAP cosmologi-
cal constraints introduce an insignificant bias relative to the
parameter boundaries set for the fitting process.

The best guess of the radial anisotropy is set as isotropic
with uncertainty and bounds set as the full range of the
possible anisotropy. The best guess of the perturbation to
the PA angle is set as zero. The uncertainty and bounds
in the perturbation to the PA angle are set as one and
three times the uncertainty in the PA measurement from
fit_kinematic_pa, respectively.

The optimizer then performs 10,000 iterations to fit the
trial q, M∗/L∗, black hole mass, radial anisotropy, and the
PA’s perturbation using the trail function. The upper limit
of the total density MGE is computed using the upper un-
certainty in the fitted parameters in the trial function. The
map of the upper limit of the mass enclosed within a test ra-
dius can then be projected using equation 11 from Cappellari
et al. (2013) with the upper limit of the total density MGE
as input. These first measurements yields approximations of
the probable strong lensing regime for the inspector to use
in determining a radial cut of eight arcseconds is sufficient to
consider candidate background galaxies beyond this radius
as highly unlikely to be lensed. Finally, the optimizer pro-
cess is repeated using a computationally-expensive 100,000
iterations for targets with candidate background galaxies lo-
cated within eight arcseconds, which improved computation
better evaluates the probable strong lensing regime.
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